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GENEVA MEETING ON NATIONAL MINORITIES
AND MOSCOW MEETING 0N THE HUMAN DI-
MENSION

WEDNESDAY, JULY , 1991

COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE
Washington, DC

The Commission met, pursuant to notice in room 562 , Dirksen
Senate Offce Building, at 2 p. , Honorable Steny H. Hoyer

(Chairman), presiding.
Members present: Senator DeConcini, Co-Chairman, Senator

Larry E. Craig, Representative Christopher Smith, and Secretary
Richard Schifter , Department of State.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN STENY H. HOYER

Chairman HOYER. The Commission wil be in order. I'm hopeful
that we have other Commission meilbers that wil be coming. The
House Members, I know, are in a vote right now. We are having
some procedural diffculties on the floor of the House, some senti-
ments being expressed in termS of procedural votes which I know is
not unknown. But as we look abrol;d for the glories of democracy,
we practice them here sometimes with diffculty.

I want to welcome Ailbassador Kampelman , our good friend and
great expert on the CSCE process, who has been such an outstand-
. ing . leader in. many different fora on behalf of CSCE, on behalf of
our Nation an.d on behalf of the principles of the Helsinki Final
Act.

As Chairman of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, it's my pleasure to welcome all of you here today, and par-
ticularly you, Mr. Ambassador. At this hearing we wil focus on
two important CSCE meetings, the Geneva Experts Meeting on Na-
tional Minorities, which took place. earlier this month and which
unfortunately I did not get an opportunity to attend. Perhaps I
should have been there, as an aside. And the Moscow Meeting of
the Conference on Human Dimension sc;heduled for September 10
through October 4.

The very high priority the United States places on the CSCE
process and on these two meetings in particular is evidenced in my
opinion by its choice of Ambassador Kampelman of the U.S. delega-
tion, both in Geneva and in Moscow. Ambassador Kampelman
long connection with the CSCE process and his many important
contributions to its success are well known to all of us on the Com-
mission and especially to those who have had the honor to work
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with him, He is a skiled negotiator , an accomplished diplomat, an
excellent colleague and a good friend,

The Geneva meeting which recently ended was mandated to dis-
cuss national minorities, The meeting had three components: ex-
change of views on practical experience; review of the implementa-
tion of relevant CSCE commitments; and consideration of new
measures, As we know, the meeting resulted in the adoption of a
final document, one that while modest does go beyond previous
commitments in some important areas, Ambassador Kampelman
we wil be interested, of course , in your comments and assessment
of the Geneva meeting and its conclusion, and particularly in dis-

cussing what lessons, warning and encouragement can be taken
from Geneva as we move toward Moscow this fall.

The Moscow meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimen-
sion , the third in the CDH series, wil be a truly historic meeting,
Its very location is momentous, signifying not only how far we
come in bridging the gap between East and West , but also how far
we have to go in eliminating human rights abuses within the
CSCE.

The meeting will also highlight a flagrant obstacle on the road to
the new Europe, the plight of the Baltic States, We believe that a
thorough review of implementation at the Moscow meeting wil be
essential, not in the spirit of confrontation and threat, but in the
spirit of cooperation and constructive concern, We wil also be look-
ing to strengthE)n the human dimension mechanism adopted in
Vienna and modified in Copenhagen: Perhaps the creation of teams
of rapporteurs to investigate or mediate specific cases or situations
could perhaps bring practical solutions to the very real problems
that exist. Perhaps the greater involvement of the NGO communi-
ty and others involved in human rights issues can improveinfor-
mation collection and sharing.

We look forward, Mr. Ambassador , to your thoughts on new pro-
posals for the human dimensiontnechanism. As you know, I'll be
leading a delegation to Moscow, along with Co-Chairman DeConcini
to attend the opening, of the meetings. Again; 'We welcome you.

Prior to , however, asking the Ambassador to commence, let me
emphasize how concerned I am and I'm sure other members of the
Commission about the recent events in Lithuania last night or yes-
terday. I have made-Congressman Durbin made a very strong
statement on the floor today. I am hopeful that the State Depart-
ment and the President wil make very strong statements as well.
It is obviously intoler ble that there continues to be violence vis-
ited upon the Baltic States, particularly in derogation of their own
border controls as they attempt to exercise their responsibilities
and we ' suggest their powers under their freely democratically
elected parliament.

Mr. Ambassador , I know that that is of great concern to you and
I'd be interested during the course of your testimony if you might
comment on what discussions , if any, were had with respect to that
issue in Geneva.

Again , Mr. Ambassador, I'm not objective in introducing you. I
am one of your big fans and believe that you are one of our coun-
try s greatest assets as it relates to international relations and stat-
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Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Thank you , Mr. Chairman.
Let me say at the outset that I thoroughly share the sentiment

you expressed with respect to recent developments in Lithuania. I
had the occasion just a few weeks before the opening of our Geneva
talks to visit Vilnius to meet with a number of the offcials of that
government and to witness at first hand the great concern they
experienced with the constant incursions by people in military uni-
form , Soviet military uniform, against the border patrols and the
border posts. These were provocations that are inexcusable, Mr.
Chairman, and must be addressed by our Government in very seri-
ous fashion or I'm afraid they may be harbingers of worse things to
come.

I'd now like to proceed with my testimony. I welcome the oppor-
tunity to appear before you this afternoon and to review with you
my .perceptions of what transpired at the , most recent Geneva
CSCE meeting dealing with national minorities. YQu have already
been informed, I'm certain, of the specific tangible results as they
appeared in the concluding report that was unanimously approved
at the Geneva meeting.

Is this working now? Thank you.
These were modest results, but they were significant. You have

also seen my statements to the meeting, as well as contrib\,tions
made to the meeting by members of our delegation. Before I pro-
ceed, however I want tQexpress my appreciation toyou and to the
members of theCom)Tission fqr the splendid assistance provided
our delegation in making members of your staff available to\,S as
members of our delegation. We could not have functioned ade-
quately without theII' Under the direction of Samuel Wise and
David Evans, your splendid staff strengthened our delegation with
their experience, familiarity with the non-government organiza-
tiqns , their judgment, their writing. ability and their negotiating
skils. They, together with the people we had representing the De-
partment of State, made a superb delegation, Mr. Chairman, and I
want to thank you. 

Chairman HOYER. Thank you.
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. The Geneva meeting was a special

one, not planned for when decisiqns were made in Vienna in late
1988 to keep the CSCE flag flying between the follqw-up meeting in
Vienna and the scheduled follow-up meeting in Helsinki in 1992.
This special meeting waS decided upon by the foreign ministers and
the heads of state at the Paris summit in November of last year
because of a growing recognition that with the diminution of East-
West tensions we were seeing a decided increase in minority, ten-
sions. Indeed, that became evident as our Geneva meeting. began on
July 1.

The violence that erupted in Yugoslavia overhung our sessions as
we began our deliberations. The danger that the violence would
run over Yugoslavia s boundaries and extend themselves with the
involvement of other states was a real one. Two extraordinary
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meetings provided for under the established CSCE provisions were
underway as we assembled. There was one in Vienna, justified by
the clear signs that there was unusual military activity taking
place in Yugoslavia. There was another meeting in Prague con-
vened under the agreed upon provisions for the peaceful resolution
of disputes. This was the major subject of concern and conversation
during our first week. 

On the Sunday night preceding the opening of our meeting, for
example, I met with Ambassador Jack Maresca, representing the
United States at both the Paris and the Vienna meetings, who
came to Geneva to brief me on the developments in Yugoslavia as
hf; saw them. We found, furthermore, that a number of heads of
delegations who wer.e scheduled to be with us in Geneva, were oth-

erwise occupied in Vienna and Prague.
Fortunately, a consensus emerged within the delegations of

Geneva that it was not our task to address the specific Yugoslav
crisis while it was effectively being addressed elsewhere. What was
clear, however, was that the tensions between Serbia, Croatia and
Slovenia, as well as the problems involving Albania and Kosovo de-
manded European attention and could not be ignored by the CSCE
process. Our task, one that was now surrounded by a sense of ur-
gency, was to explore how CSCE could represent, when appropri-
ate , a European-wide interest in helping to settle minority tensions
wherever they arose without violence and within a context of sta-bility. 

There were two broad principles that motivated the American
delegation at this Geneva meeting. Primarily, we were interested
in developing a consensus that CSCE had an unquestioned role to
play in dealing with those minority tensions. Second , we did not
wish to conclude our meeting with a final report which was not
substantively meaningful and simPly repeated what Copenhagen
had agreed upon.

My own view as we came to Geneva was that there was probably
no way we could now significantly improve on Copenhagen. It was
only a year since that extrabldinary statement had been adopted.
Rather, I felt our task should be to explore how Copenhagen was
being implemented and how that implementation could be
streng:hene as a result of our deliberations. I was intensely inter-
ested m seemg to It that we not attempt to repeat what was includ-
ed in Copenhagen out of concern that an assumption might thereby
be communicated that those provisions of Copenhagen not repeated
in Geneva might be of lesser importance. Fortunately, our objec-
tives were shared by most other delegations as well.

The minority tensions that exist within Europe were evident in
our sessions, but there seemed to be no desire to intensify those dis,
put s by highlighting them at Geneva. It wil not surprise you, Mr.
Chairman, to learn that the American delegation included the
Kosovo repression within our concerns because we do not believe
that the way to deal with serious problems is to ignore them. We
also efer to th continuing discrimination experienced by Hungar-
Ians m Romama. Indeed, .we had some mtense private exchanges
with representatives of both countries in an effort to channel this
understandably bitter dispute toward a constructive path. We
noted the significant improvements in Bulgaria , particularly as it

related to the treatrn
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ulgaria, particularly as it

related to the treatment of Turkish minorities there but we also
had some private discussions with regard to serious ' criticism we
had hard within Bulgaria about the shortcomings of their new con-
stitution. Th Greek, Turkish and Cyprus problems Were also noted
at our meetmg, although our delegation did not deal with it be-
cause there are apparently serious efforts underway in other fora
to deal with that problem.
Chairman HOYER. Mr. Ambassador, that may be a good time to

break. Unfortunately, there s nobody else here. The good news is I
wil be back to hear the whole statement. Let me take 5 or 6 min-
utes, go over and vote and I'll be right back.

Ambassador l(AMPELMAN. Shall we call a recess now?
Chairman HOYER. We ll call a recess for five minutes or unti

somebody gets back here, whichever occurs first. 
(Whereupon, off the record briefly.
Secretary SCHIFTER (presiding). It was suggested that if he

doesn t come back in 5 minutes, that I go ahead and reopen the
meeting. So, please.
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. With your permission Mr. Chairman

what I would like to do is continue with the state ent from wher
I left off on the assumption that people wil be able to piece it to-
gether.

In that connection, you are aware that the United States in its
opeI1ing and in i s closing statements, supported the desire ' of the
BaltIc St tes for mdepende1.ce and expressed the hope that in the
not too dIstant future Estoma, Latvia and Lithuania be admitted as
full participants in the CSCE Our delegation , furthermore, followed
the lead of the Swedish delegation which assumed the chairman-
ship o a "Fri nds of t:Ie Baltic

; ,

group. We met with Baltic repre-
sentatIves, briefed them and trIed to be of assistance to them 
their effort to raise the consciousness of the meeting as to their
needs.

Two items on our agenda related to review of implementation
nd to . national e!,pe ences w:hich could be useful to the meeting

!n dealmg wIth mmorIty questlOns. We, of course, participated fully
mbot rea . It was n cessary for us to be somewhat persuasive
andcaJolmg m p rsuadmg a number of our alles to join us in the

entation a enda item. Some did. Others chose to merge
theIr ImplementatlOn comments within the context of their nation-
l experienc s. Let me say in that connection that I was favorably

l1npressed wIth the extent of self,criticism that we heard. We also
learned a great deal. about what countries were doing to extend
freedom ?f oPPO lty and democratic rights to their minorities.
We contributed slgmficantly to that learning experience with state-
ment on our own civil rights record and efforts, our own minority
questlOns , and a rather full explanation of our legal traditions and
practices in this area, including our laws regarding hate crimes.
. I am aware, of the fact that the Commission has on previous. occa-

SIons suggested that it would be desirable to define the term "na-
t\onal minority." That was not done. Indeed, many delegations spe-
Ifical\y: urged that It not be done and that it might be an exercise

m. futIlIty. qne seni,?r di lomat pointed out to me, for example
that the Umted NatIOns, m all of the years of its existence had
been unable to arrive at such a definition. 
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This is an important issue. Its i portance. wa rought !"ome . to
me in Copenhagen when , after an mtense negotlatmg seSSiOn wIth
a number of our alles and friends, one of my European colleagues
pointed out that most European countries simply do not have as
broad a definition of minorities as we do in the United States and
that this was at the root of some of our differences on how to ap-
proach the problem. e i dicated that or .most Eur pean states a
specially protected ml!,on y had to be ndlgenous wI!h dee roots
in the society. Recent ImmIgrants , he Sald, were entermg theIr new
homes knowing full well that they were entering a country whose
culture and language were different from theirs. They freely en-
tered and therefore he continued , had an obligation to accept the
majority culture without imposing an added burden on that socie-

We in the United States , of course, go beyond the mdigenous
American Indian and the indigenous blacks who live in bur society
and we extend our legal protections to newly arrived immigrants
as well.

The American position on the question of minorities is one that
we made every effort to explain. For us, the common denominator
is the individual whose human rights had to be protected. We felt
that to the exte ';t the countries of Europe lived up to the require-
ments of the Copenhagen Document, they assured human rights to
the individual' their societies were based on political democracy,
the rule of la and political pluralism. By definition , the inevitable
consequence of that pattern of law and polities benefited all , no
matter what groups they participated in. If an individual . was
granted the right, for example, to speak any language he wIshed
and was free to assemble with like-minded associates, whether po-
litical economic religious or social, it was then not necessary or
even desirable to enact special group rights. This concept is one
which wil bear repetition and understanding at future CSCE meet-
ings because a number of European states do not naturally accept
or understand this approach to rights and to community. 

Now for a brief word about the Concluding Document , which I
have called "modest. " We wentbeybndCopenhagen by identifying
necessary means for implementing the Copenhagen principles. We
listed 14 alternative ways that have been tried in different states to
provide recourse to victims of discrimination.

We expanded on Copenhagen s concerns about hatred and did so
in a manner consistent with our own Constitution. We accepted the
notion that acts constituting incitement to viblenceshould be pro-
hibited. We also informed the meeting of our own Hate Crime Sta-
tistics Act of 1990 and received approval for the need of other
states to heighten public awareness of prejudice and hatred
through the publication of such statistics.

We expanded upon the various types of transfrontier cooperation
that were desirable to stimulate a free flow of' information. We
noted that even with full respect for minority rights, it was neces-
sary to appreciate that within areas populated largely by a minori-
ty, there might be other minorities living there a well as m jon!y
members with a right to be protected. We emphasIzed the desIrabil-
ity of minimizing local problems with a central . government by pro-
viding for elected rather than centrally appomted local officIals

and by favoring the presence c
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and by favoring the presence of observers at elections held below
the national level.

Let me say a word here about the Gypsies. A few months ago a
representative of the European Gypsies came to visit me here in
Washington. I assured him we would find some way to help develop
the special concerns about their plight in Europe. The Copenhagen
Document was the first such recognition. I also urged him, howev-

, to engage in an educational effort at the Geneva meeting. I'm
pleased to say that such an effort did take place and proved to be
effective. A number of delegations referred to the plight of Gypsies
within their own borders. Many attended meetings sponsored by
the Gypsies , designed to produce awareness and knowledge about
their culture and diffculties.

There are two substantive items of potentially great importance
for the future that I now wish to note briefly. The first relates to
the whole issue of self-determination of peoples. This is a widely ac-
cepted concept today, but there is absolutely no agreement that 
can find as to what it means and, as such, has decidedly limited
usefulness. There is no definition of what "peoples" means and no
clarity as to the limits of the geographic area populated by these
peoples.

One of the major diffculties, in my opinion, is the fact that the
right of self-determination has been confused in the minds of
many, including many heads of state, with the right of secession.
They are not the same. They are separate rights and the right of
secession , in my judgment, is not sanctified or legitimized by the
Helsinki Final Act. A country may provide in its constitution or
laws for the right of secession and that's fine. Other countries may
not provide for such a right of secession and that too is fine under
the Helsinki Final Act. We want respect, for individual rights,
whether or not an individUal belongs to a majority or a minority.
We want members of a minority to' have the opportunity, if they
wish, peacefully to assemble and act politically, economically or so-
cially as they wish; to speak their mother . tongue if they wish; to
traiti their children in their traditional culture if they wish. But if
they wish to secede, this in my opinion is not their right under the
Helsinki Final Act. It is an objective they should seek through
peaceful negotiation.

Mr. Chairman, this theoretical distinction has practical applica-
tion. But I hasten to assert that it does not apply to the relation-
ship of the Baltic States to the Soviet Union. We and many other
states never recognized or legitimized the act of Soviet aggression
which led to the capture of those states by the armed forces of the
Soviet Union. Their claim for independence is not a claim for self-
determination, it is a claim to regain the freedom taken from them
by acts of armed aggression.

My final substantive comment relates to what history may deter-
mine to be the most important development of Geneva. The United
States submitted an informal proposal to provide a mediating proc-
ess for CSCE to deal with the irritating and dangerous minority
problems that exist in Europe. It seemed evident to all of us that
this approach achieved a broad consensus of support in Geneva
behind it. Indeed, there was a strong feeling that the mediating
process we called for should apply to the totality of the human di-
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mension mechanism rather than to minority issues alone. This,
therefore wil be a major objective that our delegation wil seek in

Moscuw. 'we intend during this period to consult with other states
and to refine our own thoughts as we proceed toward the Moscow
meeting.

In conclusion, let me say, Mr. Chairman, that I'veread the sum-
mary of our meeting prepared by your staff and do not feel the
need to repeat the essence of that r port th s afternoon. .It' s true
that the United States played a major role m seemg to It th t a

constructive concluding document was produced by the meetmg.
There probably would not have been such a document without that
effort. To the extent that we helped, we re pleased.

Finally, let me again express my appreciation to you for your
many courtesies during our relationship together and for the very
special cooperation that I've always received from you and the
Commission staff.
Thank you , Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HOYER. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador. I also thank Sec

retary Schifter for fillng in and chairing 
nd Se or DeConcml

andSenatot Craig have now Senator Craig has Jomed us. As a
matter of fact, he and I rode up in the elevator together. V!e prob-
ably wil have another vote. Let me ask a couple of questIOns and

then, Senator, yield to you. 
You mentioned in your statement, Mr. Ambassador, the questIOn

of documents and the discussions and your concern and the U.
delegation s concern for implementation as opposed to furt er ver-

biage, particularly in light of the Copenhagen Document whIch was
comprehensive and specific and very excellent. 

Do you have any fear that we are either going to start adoptmg
documents for their sake and in the process not focus as much on
implementation as we have historically and be somewhat lulled
perhaps into some complacency by the Improved, less confronta-

tional context of these meetings?
Ambassadoi KAMPELMA Mi. Chairman, r was hoping you

would ask me that question. because I omitted from n:y prepared
statement a few sentences dealing with that' concern m the hope
that this would come up during the question period.

What's developed, it seems to me , is an idea that if a mee ing
does not produce a concluding report or statement of some kmd,
it' s a failure. Host countries have a natural and understandable
desire not to be associated with a failute. So, there s always the

kind of pressure that comes from a host country. Other countr:ies
also feel that they don t like a process that seems to be rollIng
along quite well, the CSCE process-, to be interrupted y what they
think the press and others mIght mterpret to be a failure. So, you
get this emphasis on concludi g stateme

I'm of two minds about thIS. The ParIs Meetmg on the Human
Dimension did not come out with a final statement. I don t think

the Paris meeting was a failure. On the other hand, if we had de-
cided not to come out with. a concluding statement at the second
meeting of the human dim nsion in Copenhage!" yve would have

missed a splendid opportumty to make a very Slgmficant adv nce
in international relations. So , you can see why I'm of two mmds
about this.
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Now, there is always the concern that there :-il be less of . an
emphasis, and that' s the other part of your questH:m , on the review
of implementation. In the early days of our meetmg, the first day
or two actually of that agenda item at our meeting in Geneva, we
were the only ones to come up and review implementation. I was
concerned about that. I shared that concern at our NATO Caucus
and I did it in side conversations with other delegations and I
found the following: with many, a feeling that so much progress
was being made and was continuin to be made that the:y .didn
want to inject notes of sour grapes mto that otherwise posItive at-
mosphere. So, they were reluctan to joil?- in. It was ot that they

minimized the importance of reVIew of ImplementatlOn as far as
many of those countries were concerned.

One country troubled me very much by. oI?enly stating some
pride in the notion that th y were. not mentlO mg names or bemg
specific with respect to reVIew of Implementation. I .had the occa-
sion to speak privately with the head of that delegatlOn and to ex-
press my concern about his pride in that what I considered to .
negative attitude. He heard me out. He understood what my pomt
was. So we do have to be wary of this tendency maybe not to be
the sou; note in an atmosphere of self-congratulations which CSCE
has gripped itself with.

I don t think the Geneva meeting turned out to be that bad m
that regard. We ended up not being the only on . There wo:r

others who did participate. There were some who dId not parti
pate but took credit for participating, which was all the same m
their final statement as far as I was concerned. So, I welcome what
you re saying. I note the problem you have pointed out and I must
say to you , Mr. Chairman, I don ave an answer to thl!t problem.
I'd like to have these expert meetmgs, for example, WIt':o t cpn-

cluding statements and maybe we could have made a . dlstmctlOn
between the minority problem and, let' s say, a lleetmg on . the
hum"n dimension, which is more of a serious problem and where
Copenhagen came out with an important document.
Chairman HOYER. You know, it seellS to me, Mr. Ambassador, I

was one of the first-not the first, but one of the first meetings
that I participated in, as you may recall , as Co-chl!irman ()f the
Commission was the Berpe meeting. The Berne meetmg, of course,
was significant in the fact that the perception was. we were very
close to adopting a document. In fact, probably from a proced ral
standpoint, I suppose one of the failures we d perhaps sent mI
signals and this is no criticism of A,!bassador N?va , who I thmk
handled it very well. But I thought It was verY lgllficant, howev-

, as a participant there in the last 3 days that'we didn t adopt a

document. As a matter of fact, I thought we sent a very good mes-
sage which resulted in subsequent meetings in strOJi'ger documents
being adopted. That was the message , of course, bemg that we are
not here to adopt documents for the purpose of saying that weadopted a document. 

Paris may have been, as you say, a success m that regard l
to a document in Copenhagen, because I think we sent a sImIlar
message, although that was not-from a proc dural standpoint we
did not lead any of our co-partners or co-negotiators astray, so that
we were pretty well in sync , I think, on that.
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Berne, of course , the United States was criticized by some of its
alles for not signing onto the document. However , I think Ambas-
sador Ridgeway, then Secretary Ridgeway, made an excellent judg-
ment along with the Secretary of State and others of us who felt
that we shouldn t do that. Secretary Schifter , of course, might want
to comment on that as well.
But I think we need to guard against documents for documents

sake.
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Let me say, Mr. Chairman , if I can in-

terrupt a moment, that my constant refrain in Geneva during the
last week was that the United States did not need a concluding

document. I must say that gave us great strength because indeed

we did not need a concluding docu ent. But I can tell you this,
that nearly all of the other delegatlOns very 

much wanted a con-
cluding document.
Chairman HOYER. Well, I think there s a great, great impetus

and incentive for a piece of paper to go back with and say, "This is

what we did," because it is a-,most of us are product oriented. The
Congress likes to pass bils. That's our product. International meet-
ings like to adopt documents. That' s their product. But if we do so
at the expense of substance and have a proliferation of rhetoric
the real hard stuff gets lost in the volume, I think.

Let me ask you one more question, and this is on the Moscow

meeting. Senator Baker alluded to certain conditions laid down by
the United States in connection with our agreeing to convene a
human rights meeting in Moscow. One of the conditions, as you
know, was the elimination of remaining obstacles to emigration.
While emigration levels have risen significantly in recent years,
can we say that Soviets have, in fact, eliminated these obstacles? In
other words" is it your perception they have met in effect this
standard or I don t want to refer to it as requirement, but this
standard to which we were looking? Clearly, Mr. Burlatsky s legis-

lation .was successful. It needs to be implemented, and as you may
know Just yesterday they raised the emigration fee from 200 rubles
to 1 000 rubles, which I referenced on the floor of the House today,
clearly raising financial impediments to emigration if not legal.

What's your thought on that, Mr. Ambassador? You ve been very
involved in that for more than adeca.de and a half, two decades

and you ve seen radical changes, of course., But what's your

thought?
Ambassador KAMJ,ELMAN. . I,et me first say that my guru and

expert on this question is , Secretary Schifter , who is sitting right
next to you. I'd certainly like to get his judgment in the evaluation
of what the Soviets have done on the emigration question. It' s a de-

batable point. Things look good on paper. There are many who will
question its practice and its potential for difficulty.

I can just tell you in broad terms the way I looked at the Moscow

meeting, which was that I did not think we were bestowing a favor
on Moscow to hold the meeting there. I felt that if as a result of
their behavior they had to be chastised severely by us, what better
place to chastise them than in their own backyard.

The ingredients that I thought would be very important as pre-
conditions for a Moscow meeting were to have free access to the
press and adequate full access by the NGOs because that's the
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rules of the game. But I didn t feel that when we hold a meeting in
Belgrade we re necessarily saying everything is fipe in Yugoslavia
or that everything is fine in Moscow if we have a meeting in
Moscow. But I would like a more professional evaluation of the
emigration problem from others rather than from me.
Chairman HOYER. I'm sure that Secretary Schifer might com-

ment on that.
Let me ask you one last question that you raised by your com-

ment. Clearly one of the things that some of us were concerned
about in Paris, which was substantially improved in Copenhagen
was NGO access. Have you been pursuing that at this point in
time?
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Yes.
Chairman HOYER. Could you comment on that?
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. I mentioned earlier that I had been in

Vilnius a few weeks before going to Geneva. I also was in Moscow
during that ,Period an I met with t e head of the Soviet delegation
to the meetmg and with the execuhve secretary of the meeting ap-
pointed by the Soviet authorities. Let me repeat that the first week
in Geneva I met with the head of the Soviet delegation at a lunch-
eon at his mission. To all of these people I emphasized the vital im-
portance of access to the NGOs and to the press.

I visited the site of the meeting in Moscow. It' s a small site. But I
pointed out to them how they could use that site and stil fulfill

eir r s'p msibilities adequately. I hope they wil. If they don , we
will cnhC1ze. We must do that. But they understand it full well.

I want to say really as a tribute to the Swiss that the facilities in
Geneva were superb. As a matter of fact, I went around with the
Soviets and showed him at one point specifically what NGOs had
where the press could be so that he might, when he goes back
there, personally try to be helpful.
Chairman HOYER. We re going to be very interested in that ques-

on. Obviously it's very high on our agenda in terms of expecta-
tIons for NGO access. Of course Paris was a little restrictive as you
know, as youve heard. 

I'm going to vote again and then there s another vote after that
r. f\mbass/!dor. I do not believe that I wil be able to get back

w1thm the hme frame that you wil stil be here. I apologize for
that, but look forward to discussing it with you personally as well.

Ambassador KAMPELMAN. No need for you to apologize. We tax-
payers appreciate your efforts.
Chairman HOYER. Thank you.
Co-chairman DECONCINI. That's the first kind word I've heard

from a taxpayer lately.
Thank you , Mr. Chairman.
Ambassador, thank you very much. I won t go into my usual

laU!:jatory comments unless you really want me to. You ve served

. so well in so many capacities and I appreciate the effort you
domg here.

I heard most of your statement and read the other part of it and
am very . concerned that it is so tempting now to refrain from rais-

mg vIOlatIOns of CSCE , especially in light of the progress that we
have to admit has occurred. I'm really concerned , Mr. Ambassador
that If we go to the Moscow conference and if we don t do what
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ve always done in the past and take a very firm position , as you
can do so well, and let it be known that incidents which occurred
just today in Lithuania are just intolerable and that it threatens
all the successes we have seen.

I don t know how mtich authority or leeway you wil have to do
that. There are stil outstanding human rights cases that have not
been resolved, as we know. In agreeing to the Vienna Concluding
Document, the Soviet Union committed to resolve outstanding
humim contact cases within 6 months of the conclusion of that
meeting, as you know so well. Two and one half years later, there
are atleast 50 that we can identify that have been unresolved. Just
recently we learned that the Soviet cabinet has increased the fee
for exit visas which I think Congressman Hoyer just discussed.

The success to me and the future of CSCE meetings really de-
pends on the abilty of the United States not to get lulled into some
kind of complacency bec:ause of some successes. Can you share with
us how much latitude you wil have to express to the Soviets and to
make a point that some of these things that are occurring are
going to perhaps jeopardize the SUCCeSS that we have made and
create SOjle Vf ry diffcult relationships that I don t think they
wa.nt. I don t think any of these problems are things the Soviets
couldn t pay attention to and satisfy the CSCE commitments that
they ve made.

Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Senator, over the years I've served
three Presidents and more Secretaries of State than that and 
have never found myself inhibited or restricted in any way from
raising human rights concerns that I've felt had to be raised. I've
never received a critical word or was it ever necessary forme to go
through contortions of checking or appealing. This was just not the
case. I have always found and I continue now to find complete sup-
port from the State Department in connection with the expression
of those concerns by the U.S. Government, and you and I know
that much of this is now under! the control of Secretary Schifer
who is a member of your Commission, and so it doesn t surprise
you to learn what I've just said. 

Co-c:hairman PECONCINI. No, it doesn
I guess, then, the next question is how far do you think we

should go to "really raise hell" with what is going on? Your state-
ment is very clear that we do not accept that the right of secession
is part of the Helsinki Act, but that part of your statement does
not apply or your interpretation does not apply to the Baltics. How
far are we prepared to go at this meeting?

And, if it sounds like I'm pressing you, I am, in the most respect-
ful way I can. Not to take one speck or scintila away from your
commitment but I am very concerned that if we raise this in
Moscow in a way that is nOn-confrontational we won t make the
point. I don t want to declare some kind of sanctions against the
Soviets or anything like that, but I want to see us make a very
strong, strong statement several times, as you have done in Madrid
time after time.
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Well , and frankly as 1 did in Copenha-

gen.
Co-chairman DECONCINI. And in Copenhagen.
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mhagen.

Ambassador KAMPELMAN. In Copenhagen, for example, we spon-
sored a press conference by the Baltic States. The U.S. delegation
did that in Copenhagen. That was a clear expression of preference.
We-
Co-chairman DECONCINI. Do you anticipate these same type of

demonstrative steps?
Ambassador KAMPELMAN (continuing). Verbalized it, we did the

same thing in Geneva. We expect to do the same thing in Moscow.
When I was in Moscow before I went to Vilnius on my last trip
there, I told the people in the foreign office with whom I talked
that I was going to Vilnius. I was lecturing at the university there
at Vilnius. So , there s no hesitation in doing this.

But, you know, you ve put your finger on a problem here when
you said you would yourself not wish to apply sanctions in this
area. You make judgments at all times with respect to the most ef-
fective way to gain an end and make an accomplishment without
also doing more damage. That's a balance that were there. So, we
assert ourselves, I think-in the fora in which I've been involved,
we assert ourselves as unequivocally as can be in my opinion. Now,
I cannot say to you in all candor, Senator, that this is so in all fora
or in all areas of interrelationship between U.S. authorities and
Soviet authorities.

Co-chairman DECONCINI. Mr. Ambassador, I'm going to yield to
Mr. Smith. He has to go to a vote and I'd be glad to have you--
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, distinguished Chairman, for yielding. I

have a number of questions. I'll be very brief.
Mr. Ambassador, it's so good to see you again.
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. I want to commend you on the job you ve been doing

on behalf of our Government.
I have a couple of questions which I would like to ask. One, last

Friday a number of us, 30 Members on the House side, including
our distinguished Chairman , Mr. Hoyer, sent a letter to the Presi-
dent asking that the President raise the case of Vasily Barats who
is stil, after 15 years of trying to emigrate from the Soviet Union
being denied under the ruse of possessing state secrets. All of us
know, especially since the prescribed security period has elapsed,
that if he knew anything which is very, very doubtful in the first
instance , at a time when we re talking about on-site visits as part
of the START Treaty, it is just not believable. It doesn t pass the
straight face test, to be sure , when they can stand there and say
that he wil again be denied.

I would ask that you continue to press the case of Mr. Barats. I
know that our distinguished Ambassador and many of our delega-
tions have literally been in his apartment at various times on
visits. If you would keep his case in mind and press it earnestly
with the Soviets , we would appreciate it very much.
I do have to run because we have a vote, but I would also ask

another question and if you could answer in my absence, I'll hear
about it later.

What statements were made in Geneva on behalf of the United
States about the Hungarian minorities in Romania? The Romanian
issue has been something very near and dear to my heart for the
entirety of the past decade, having been one of those who led the
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fight to suspend MFN because of the egregious human rights
abuses by the Romanian Government. Notwithstanding the
changes that the National Salvation Front is in the process of initi-
ating, the Hungarian minority is stil treated shoddily, and that is
putting it mildly. There are stil some very real human rights cases
and issues to be raised there.
Could you answer that question? Unfortunately, I wil lliss the

vote if I don t leave right now. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I do ask that this. letter to the President on

behalf of Barats be made a part of the record.
Co-chairman DECONCINL Without objection, it wil appear in the

record.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Thank you. Let me say, Congressman

that while you were out to vote I did comment on that and it' s in
my statement, so that the issue was raised. I also met privately
with the representatives of the Hungarian Government and also
with the bishop of the Hungarians in 

omania and I also talked
with th . ROllanians about this in an effort to see if we could get
some dialogue going between them. Neither of them wants to have
a headache on this issue. I sense that both would like to find some
kind of a solution to this problem and I hope that can be developed.
But until it's developed , it's my intention to continue to raise this
issue.

With respect to the first question asked by the Congressman, he
does give me a thought and it may very well had not occurred to

, but I'll ask the members of the Commission staff who wil be
part of our delegation in Moscow if they can perhaps arrange for
some of us to visit some of the victims of Soviet repression who live
in Moscow. I think symbolically that would be a very nice thing todo. 
Co-chairman DECONCINL I do too, Mr. Ambassador. I think it'

an excellent idea.
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Yes.
Co-chairman DECoNcINL Are you prepared to take up someindi-

vidual cases?
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Oh, yes. I like to do that consistent

with what Secretary Schifter is doing, so we don t cross each other
in any of these activities.

Co-chairman DECoNcINL I understand. We re not interested in

crossing purposes with Secretary Schifer at all. Having been to
the Soviet Union with him, if we raise the same names, I don
think it..-

Ambassador KAMPELMAN. It's useful.
Co-chairman DECONCINI (continuing). It hurt at all knowing it'

coming from first the State Department, second from the Commis-
sion and third from Members of Congress. The Soviets are current-
ly refusing visas to some employees of the Union of Council for
Soviet Jews who wish to go to Moscow and to Victor Nakas who
wants to go to the Baltics.

I guess what I want t() know, is how much pressure can we put
on them between now and September to be in more compliance.
The Soviet Union has agreed that they wil issue visas and they
don t seem to be forthcoming, at least in this area?
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w much pressure can we put
'I' to be in more compliance.
ley wil issue visas and they
in this area?

Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Well, let me say that I do not have
any contact with Soviet officials in between the meetings since I go
back to private life at all times and I therefore have to depend on
the Department of State and Secretary Schifter s offce in between
the meetings to keep putting the pressure on.
Co-chairman DECONCINI. The reason I-and I'm aware that

you re in the private sector. The reason I asked and maybe it's
unfa r to expect you to do any more than you do , but the personal
relatlOnships you develop with your counterparts in Moscow it
seems to me , would be of some value if you could communi ate
with them that you re expecting this. However you handle it would
be up to you, of course.

I'm getting a kind of. an il feeling,. qu te fra kly, that we wil go
there and tha there wIll be .some obJectlOns raised but they wil be
glossed over m the euphona that here we are in Moscow at a
human rights conference and isn t everything wonderful? That

lly . bothers me and I'm sure it does you too and I hope every-
thmg IS done to keep that from occurring.

Mr. Secretary, do you have questions?
Secr ry SCHIFTER. I just wonder whether you could tell the

CommisslOn as to what the plans are with regard to following
through on the Geneva meeting and the nationalities issue as we
take up Moscow.
Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Well, I referred in my testimony to the

fact that we were pursing a mediation procedure which would have
t?-e CSCE playa constructive role in helping to resolve these ten-
SlOns that ,:XISt. It was suggested 

Py 
number of the delegations

that they lIked the Idea and they d lIke to extend it to the total
human dimension, which I don t believe our Government would
have any objection to. I certainly do not have any objection to it.
The Austrians with a few others known as the Pentagonale

Group, had also made a proposal for rapporteurs. I must say I look
upon that as much more limiting in scope, much less effective in
scope. It also was mandatory in that it required states to accept
these rapporteurs, which in my opinion meant it would not achieve
consensus. As it did not achieve consensus in Geneva I felt it
would not achieve a consensus in Moscow. 

I've talked to the Austrian delegate who s been in charge of
these and I mdicated to hIm that we should make an effort to see if

e can take some of the strengths from his proposal and absorb it
mto our own and merge our efforts to come up with something
that' s useful. I would assume that that is the way we wil proceed
in that area.

Co-chairman DECONC:1NI. Mr. Secretary, do you have anything
else? If you do, I'm gomg to let you close this meeting because I
have 4 mmutes to get to my vote. So , please continue.

Thank you again , Ambassador, very much.
Secretary SCHIFTER. You can close the meeting.
o-chairman DECONCINI. Thank you very much , Ambassador, for

takmg the tIme to be here. I know you re a busy, busy man and it'
h,:lpful to hav some insight of where you think we re going. We
will be here ' upportive role to o all we can to keep this
movmg m the directlOn that I know you re dedicated to.

Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Thank you.
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Co-chairman DECONCINI. 
We greatly appreciat your being here.

Ambassador KAMPELMAN. Thank 
you, sir.

Co-chairman DECoNClNI. The Commission 
wil stand in recess

subject to the call of the chair.
(Whereupon, at 3:22 p.m., the above-entitled matter was ad-

journed. CHR
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CHAIRMA STENY H. HOYER
Opening Statement

Hearing on the Geneva and Moscow CSCE Meetings
July 31 , 1991

Distinguished colleagues, guests, ladies and gentleman. As Chairman of the

Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, it is my pleasure towe1come you

today. At this hearing we will focus oil two important CSCE meetings: the Geneva Experts

Meeting on National Minorities , which took place earlier this. month , and the Moscow

Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension , scheduled for September 10 through

October 4, 1991.

The very high priority the United States places on the CSCE process and on these

two meetings in particular is evidenced. by its choice of Ambassador Max Kampelman as

Head of the U.S. Delegation -- both in G;rteva and in Moscow. Ambassador

Kampelman s long connection with the CSCE process, and his many important

contributions to its success , are well known to all of us on the Commission, and especially

to those who have had the honor to work with him. He is a skiled negotiator, an

accomplished diplomat, an excellent colleague, and a good friend. Ambassador

Kampelman, welcome.

The Geneva Meeting, which recently ended, was mandated to discuss national

minorities. The Meeting had three components: Exchange of Views on Practical

Exerience Review of the Implementation of Relevant CSCE Commitments, and

Consideration of New Measures. As we know, the Meeting resulted in the adoption of

(17)



Geneva Meeting and its conclusions, and particularly in discussing what lessons, warnings

COry
SECURITY AND (

237 FORD I

WI\Sij

a final document -- one that, while modest, does go beyond previous commitments in some

important areas. Ambassador KampeJman, we will be interested in your assessment of the

and encouragement can be taken from Geneva as we move toward Moscow this fall.

The Moscow Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension, the third in the

CDH series, will be a truly historic meeting. Its very location is momentous, signifyng not

only how far we have come in bridging the gap between East and West, but also how far

we have to go in eliminating human rights abuses withi the CSCE. The Meeting will also

highlight a flagrant obstacle on the road to the New Europe: the plight of the Baltic States. TH GENEVA C
We beJieve that a thorough review of implementation at the Moscow Meeting will be

essential, not in the spirit of confrontation and threat, but in the spirit of cooperation and NATIOl'

constructive concern.

We will also be looking to strengthen the Human Dimension Mechanism adopted
July

in Vienna and modified in Copenhagen. Perhaps the creation of teams of rapporteurs to

investigate or mediate specific cases or situations could bring practical so)utions to the very

real problems that exst. Perhaps the greater involvement of the NGO community and

others involved in human rights issues could improve information-collection and sharing.

We look forward to your thoughts on new proposals for the Human Dimension

Mechanism.

I wi be leading a delegation to Moscow, along with Co-Chairman DeConcini, to

attend the opening of the Meeting. Again, we welcome you, Ambassador Kampelman, to

this hearing, and look forward to your testimony.

A Report Pn
Commission on Secl
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1. Summary

;TS

From July 1- , 1991, the 35 States participating in the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) met in Geneva, Switzerland, to discuss questions relating

' national minorities. The Geneva meeting, mandated by the Paris Charter for a New
Eurppe in November 1990, was held in response to growing ethnic tensions iri Europe
especially in EastMCentral Europe and the Soviet Union. The meeting was tasked to
examine national experiences in dealing with minority questions , review the implementation
of existing CSCE commitments relating to persons belonging to national minorities and
finally, consider new commitments in this area.

NG ON NATIONAL MINORITIES

.... .... ... ....

The outcome of the Geneva meeting presents a mixed picture of the ability of the
CSCE process to deal effectively with national minority questions. There was a good
discussion of national experiences, in which each contributing delegation described its
government s approach to the specific circumstances of minorities in its . State. There was
however, a great and unfortunate reluctance to engage in a thorough and specific review
of implementation of existing CSCE commitments, despite wide acknowledgement that
these commitments -- and especially those in the Copenhagen document -- . were both
strong and detaiJed. Only the United States and, to a lesser extent, Hungary and a few
oth r countries were willing to address directly specific problems in CSCE implementation.

........ .....................

t1eeting....

....... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

The document adopted at the end of the meeting preserved the integrity and fDcus
of previous CSCE provisions and, in fact, added a few positive new commitments. These
ny," commitments are relatively modest , however, and raise the question, in light of the
number Df CSCE inter-sessional meetings which have also adopted documents, of whether
e"isting commitments are being diluted by the plethora of new ones.

.... ... ,..-

In the end , the utility of the Geneva meeting must be found in the fact that it focused
the attention of the participating States on extremely sensitive issues which they have
reviously sought to avoid and on which they very frequently disagree. In addition , the
scussion in Geneva has set the stage for further efforts in the CSCE, most notably at the

third meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension in Moscow later in 1991 , to

deal with growing intolerance and conflict based on race or ethnicity.

... ... ,.. . . . . .. . . . . . .... .

.. . . . 10

tions. . . . . . . . . . . . 11

. . . . . . . . . 12 2. Negotiating History

of the Geneva Meeting

Most of the inter-sessional CSCE meetings following the Vienna Follow-Up Meeting
were mandated by the Vienna Concluding Document, but in light of the major changes
which had taken place in Europe in 1989 and 1990 and the new problems emergingfrom
these changes, the Geneva meeting on national minorities and the Oslo meeting on
democratic institutions were added to the already extensive schedule of meetings by the
Paris Summit in November 1990.



Respect for the rights of persons belonging to national minorities has been one of the
many important parts of Principle VIl -

- Respect for Human Rights and Fundamental

Freedoms -- of the ten Principles Guiding Relations 
Between States contained in the

Helsinki Finai Act. Subsequent CSCE documents
, and the Vienna Concluding Document

in particular, strengthened Principle VIl com
mitments and expanded national minority

concerns to Basket 1I in addition to Basket I
, where the ten Principle

are located.

National minority qnestions therefore have been relevant to the mandate of the three

Conference on the Human Dimension (CHD) meetings mandated in Vienna to focus on
the broad range of human rights and humanitarian concerns covered by the CSCE process.

However, at the second CHD meeting, which took place in Copenhagen in June 1990

national minority issues emerged as among the more contcntious human dimension issues.
Because of definitional questions and differences in situations and approach

to minority

problems , as well as the rise of inter-ethnic tension and violence
, many at the Copenhagen

meeting felt that, in addition to the 
numerous commitments to which agreement was

reached at Copenhagen
, the subject deserved a full meeting of its own. Switzerland and

a new informal grouping of CSCE countries known as the "
Pcntagonale '" which dominated

the discussion of minority issues at Copenhagen, were the leaders of this effort. Since the
Copenhagen meeting could not mandate other CSCE fieetings

, however , the participants

agreed in the document to "
consider convening a meeting of experts for a thorough

discussion of the issue of national minorities.

During the preparations in 1990 for the Paris CSCE Summit
, a proposal for a CSCE

expert meeting on nationai minorities was tabJed. Initially, the United States and other
countries objected to this and other proposals which added to an already extremely hectic
CSCE itinerary ieading up to the next main follow-

up meeting in Helsinki in 1992.

Nevertheless, it was argued that there was an urgent need for 
the CSCE to examine

national minority questi
ons more c10sely than could he done at the 

CHD meetings. As

a result , consensus was finally reached to hold a three-
week meeting in Geneva in 1991

on the issue, and the meeting was mandated in the Paris Charter for a New Europe in
light of the "urgent need for increased cooperati

, as well as better protecti

national minorities.

1 Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy and Yugoslavi
. In 1991, Poland joined this

Central European group which transcends the three original "
blocs" or alliances. With

Poland as a participant, the group is noW often referred to as the "
Hexagonale.
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3. Organization of the Meeting

The agenda and modalities for the Geneva meeting are provided by Annex', III of the

Supplementary Documentprovided the agenda and modalities for the meeting. Following
opening statements in plenary sessions that were open to the public, the meeting divided

into three subsidiary working bodies (SWBs) that were closed to the public. SWB-
provided a forum for the "exchange of views on practical experience, in particular on
national legislatio , democratic institutions, international instruments and other possible
forms of cooperatIOn. SWB-B was mandated to "review the implementation of the relevant
CSCE commitments and consideration of the scope for the improvement of relevant
standards." SWB-C was tasked to consider "new measures aimed at improving the
implementation of the aforementioned commitments." Meetings of these three bodies

were arranged so that, in genera!, the participants would first describe their own
approaches to minority questions, then compare their performance to the common

standards of CSCE provisions, and , final1y, examine ways to improve the impJementation
of existing provisions.

Following this work, closing statements and a "Summing Up," which in effect meant
an concluding document or report , were held in open plenary sessions. The Annex
specified that the "Summing Up" would be taken into account at the next meeting of the
CSCE Council of Ministers.

4. The U.S. Delegation
to the Meeting

The U.S. delegation to the Geneva meeting was led by Ambassador Max M.
Kampelman, a partner in the law firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver and Jacobson.

viouslr, in addition to serving as Counselor at the U.S. Department of State and head
?eU.S. delegation to the Negotiations on Nuc1ear and Space Arms , Ambassador

Kam elman served as head of the U.S. delegations to the Madrid CSCE Follow-
Meetmg (1980-83) and the Copenhagen Meeting of , the Conference on the Human

I1ension (June 1990). State Department officials
, including CSCE officers and a Deputy

Assistant Secretary for I-umanRights and Humanitarian Affairs, a D. Information
Agency representative serving as press officer, and theU .S. Representative to the United

ons Human Rights Commission, were also on the delegation, in addition to several

I1bers of the staff of the Helsinki Commission
, including the Commission s Staff

irect r and . Senior Advisor for Soviet and East-Central European affairs. The U.
Mission to the United Nations in Geneva supported the delegation by providing with
experts on international .law and administrative personnel.



In line with past meetings of the CSCE, the U.S. delegation also included a number
of Public Members -- prominent individuals with expertise in human rights and national
minority questions. The presence of these individuals on the delegation underscores the
importance of human rights and of human rights both to the U.s. Government and the
American people. They also provide the delegation with valuable expertise in areas under
discussion in Copenhagen as well as enhanced contacts with various non-governmental

organizations and interest groups. The Public Members i1) Geneva were:

Pamela Cohen, President, Union of Coundls for Soviet Jews
Laszlo Hamos , Hungarian Human Rights Foundation

E. Dick Howard, School of Law, University of Virginia
Alton Jenkens, Harvard Negotiation Project
Leonid Kishkovsky, President of the National Council of

Churches
Thomas Remeikas, Lithuanian American Community, Inc.
Raymond Shonholtz, President, National Institute for Citizen

Participation and Negotiation
Rudi A. Unterthiner, President of the National Italian

American Foundation

5. The Opening of the Meeting and

the General Discussion

The 35 participating States convened for the experts meeting in the Geneva
International Conference Center on July 1 , 1991. The Council of Europe and the United
Nations Center for Human Rights were also in attendance. There were no proposals at
the opening to grant observer status to the three Bal1ic States -- Estonia , Latva and
Lithuania. Instead, a so called "Friends of the Baltics" group, similar to those at other
recent CSCE meetings, was informalIy. formed under a Swedish Chairman to brief . the
Baltic representatives on developments in the meeting, to hear their concerns, and , more

broadly, to demonstrate continued support for the Baltic cause. The group orchestrated
weekly sponsors for each of the Baltic delegations. Under the sponsors ' auspices , the
Baltic representatives were issued special badges enabling them to attend open plenary
sessions, but not the closed Subsidiary Working Body sessions.

The meeting. was formally opened with a welcoming statement by the host country,
made by Rene Felber, Federal Councilor and Head of the Federal Department of Foreign
Affairs of Switzerland. In his statement , Councillor Felber outlined briefly the historical
treatment of national minority issues in European diplomacy, concluding that the CSCE
process "has enabled a decisive turning point to be reached by defining the problem of
minorities as being henceforth a question of human rights.
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Opening statements were then given by each of the participating States. In his opening
statement, Ambassador Kampelman described the progress that has been achieved in
creating a Europe "whole and free " but noted that "strong ethnic and national minority
tepsions cast a kind of evH spell. . . somewhat like a cloud interfering with the sun s rays

as we look to the new dawn." Noting some specific problems, particularly in Yugoslavia
Ambassador KampeJman said that there was no "magic pil" to national minodty questions
and concerns, and that U.S. solutions mayor may not work elsewhere hut that "democracy
and the principles of human liberty and freedom and the rule of law are fundamental if
weare to act constructively in the face of these challenges." While he did not propose
giving the Baltic States observer status in the meeting, the U.S. Ambassador nevertheless
made a strong statement on their behalf, asserting that "our efforts to create a Europe

pole an:d free can for the realization of those aspirations so that in the not-too-distant
fUture , the circle of states around this table includes within it representatives from Estonia
LatVa and Lithuania.

Other delegations outlined their views and hopes for the meeting in their opening
statements. Practically every delegation taking the floor raised concern about the fighting
which was taking place in Yugoslavia , and Slovenia in particular, and condemned the use
dfforce as away to deal with ethnic differences. In response, the Yugoslav representative
informed the meeting that the "critical phase" of the crisis was over and that "the general
situation iS gradually stabilizing." He noted, among other things, the decision taken the
day before the Geneva meeting opened to permit Stipe Mesic, the Croatian representative

)heYugoslav state presidency, to assume the position of president of that collective

tJod)', an act which had been blocked in contravention to established rules since mid May
and which had added to the political chaos in Yugoslavia.

Following the opening statements by delegations , and contributions by the Council of
Europe and the United Nations Center for Human Rights , the Geneva meeting broke
into, the three subsidiary working bodies (SWBs). In SWB A, dealing with national

ences, delegations described their own general approaches to minority questions.
Sorpe- countries noted, in particular, the impact of their overa)) political structure -- a

ion, for example -- ' in meeting the concerns of minority groups , while others noted

1??r
pecific poJicies, such as aHowing use of languages other than the dominant aneM

, cC)untry for official purposes. Stil others , commented on how their laws and policies

~~~

t\\ith the question of collective rights in addition to the protection of individual human

Rh1
s jnregard to persons belonging to national minorities. The United States delegation

~~~

active in this SWB , giving presentations on such topics as race, ethnicity and American
recent civil rights efforts, and U.S. legislation against hate crimes.



In contrast to the willingness of each delegation to describe the efforts of the

government it represented , there was co siderable reluctance to engage in a thorough and

specific implementation review, the task of SWB-B. While it was acknowledged that

existing CSCE commitments -- especially those contained in the 
document of the

Copenhagen meeting -- were strong and detailed, and that existing problems could be

corrected through. bettcr implementation, almost all participating States refrained from

mentioning specific problems in specific countries. Some openly called such a frank review
a relic of the confrontational period of division between East and West. Only the United
States and, to a lesser extent, Hungary and a few other delegations were wiling to raise
specific concerns , acknoy.lcdging at the same time problems in their respective countries.

; I
!, I

11 I

In explaining the U.S. position strongly favoring a thorough implementation review
Commission staff director Samuel Wise , at the opening session of SWB-B, stated: "Despite

obvious improvements, problems still exist. Ethnic strife poses specific and serious
dilemmas for many countries -- especiaHy for many of thase which are only now in the
process of political democratization.. This is why, after a11

, the participating States agreed

in Paris to hold this meeting... If we are to meet the intent and expectations of this

meeting, it is incumbent on us to discuss these problems in an open and forthright

manner." Topics covered in U.S. statements, which noted positive developments in

addition to continued problems, included popular discrimination and ethnic tensions
, the

generally positive but sometimes negative effects of political decentralization in states such
as the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia on the protection of the rights of minorities

, anti-

Semitism, violence and discrimination against Ronm (Gypsies), the right of individuals to
choose their own ethnic identity, and education. ' Among the countries of East-Central

Europe, Yugoslavia and Romania weretnost frequently mentioned in terms of continued
non-compliance, followed by the Soviet Union.

6. New Proposals and

Negotiating a Final Report

The energy and interest missing from the implementation review exercise emerged in
the tabling new proposals and ,negotiatio of a document to be adopted by the delegations

at the meeting Inde , some delegations admitted that they sought to tone down their
statements in order to improve the possibility of adopting a substantive document to the

meeting. Reflecting a trend . since the revolutionary political changes in East-Central

Europe, gr ater emphasis was placed on the adoption of a document as an indicator of the
success of the meeting, especially since the last six inter-sessional meetings -- all but the

first two since the Vienna Follow-Up Meeting -- also adopted documents. In rhetorical
terms, the improvements in CSCE imp1cmentation have shifted the focus back to words
over deeds.
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During the course of the discussions in SWB- , tasked to consider new measures, 19
propos;1ls were formally tabled. Two of the proposaJs, one by the twelve states belonging
to the European Community (EC) and the other by the six states which comprise the
iIlfopnal "Pentagonale" group, covered a wide variety of minority rights issues. Other
proposals dealt with a single topic, such as a Yugoslav proposal on Roma, a Canadian
proposal on acts of advocacy of hatred , or a Swiss proposal on recognition of diplomas for
study from other participating States in a minority language.

Stil other proposals -- four in all .. sought to eIaborate a CSCE mechanism to deal
with national minority problems and inter-ethnic disputes. Each proposal sought to task
3gtQ;IP of individ1.als to deal with specific minority concerns but differed considerably in

h modalities as how a grouping would be established, how its membership would be
selected, what the limits of its mandate would be, and what obligation the state or states
of concern would have to accept and work with the group. One of the proposals, tabled
by the U.S. delegation, would have established a resource list of experts from which could
be chosen a three-person panel to observe, collect relevant information and potentially
offer its good offices to facilitate dialogue and agreement among interested and affected
parties.

In;:order to receive comments on the proposals and to combine them and other
suggested . language in a draft document that could serve as the basis for negotiation, the

q of the Swiss delegation , Ambassador lean.Pierre Ritter, was selected by the meeting
to serve as Coordinator. The Coordinator made his first attempt at adraft during the last

ndof the meeting, and issued a paper which adopted the wording from all proposals
alth9ughsol1etimes in slightly moderated form. In some cases, in fact, paragraphs of the
dq,cument coming from different proposals were in direct contradiction with each other.
The last week of the meeting therefore began with a lengthy Coordinator s text , from which
a consensus document, or report, of the meeting would be sought. The draft included the

S.proposal for an experts panel, as well as U.S. suggested language on the publication
tistics relating to hate crimes, the importance of reviewing implementation and the

work of non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

difficultes that would be encountered in reaching any consensus were evident
itnm ia,Jely. The Swiss draft was riddled with amendments and counter-amendments

Ri!-JY:_Jir:ed. from all sides of the negotiating table. Some delegations objected to the
hef,xY:fQcus on protecting and promoting the identity of national minorities at the expense
of ensuring non-discrimination and equal opportunity, a reflection of differences between
those, such as Hungary, who generally view minority rights as coUective rights and those
such as the United States, who view them as individual rights. Delegations of countries
whe e sizeable minorities exist , such as Yugoslavia, Romania and Bulgaria, sought to bring
the language of the draft closer to their own policies and practices, while those of countries
which deny the existence of a certain minority or all minorities on their respective
terrtories, such as Greece and France and to an extent Bulgaria as well , sought to ensure
that they would not be committed to recognize groups which may claim otherwise.



Other delegations simply sought to have the document more closely reflect their own
approach to a certain aspect of national minority questions

, and Turkey and Yugoslavia

pressed for language on the similar but separate issue of the treatment of migrant workers
in Europe , to the objection of other delegations. Several provisions caused delegations to

fear that the results of Geneva would detract from those of Copenhagen and other CSCE
meetings which dealt with national minority issues.

Delegations agreed on the need to build upon the Human Dimension Mechanism or
otherwse creatc a way for the CSCE to address minority concerns in a specific manner
but they could not rany around any of the proposed ways to do so. Moreover

, delegates

came to question the appropriateness if not the authority of the narrowly 
mandated

Geneva meeting undertaking an effort more in line with the mandate of the Conference
on the Human Dimension of the CSCE, scheduled to meeting in Moscow within two

months of the Geneva meeting s close.

" i

After considerable time and effort, a first reading of the Coordinator s text allowed

for the production of a second text which sought to bring the 
delegations closer to

consensus. The firmly held positions which led to the plethora of amendments to the first
draft, however, drowned the second draft in a quagmire of repeated or additional

amendments. At this stage , Ambassador Ritter questioned the utility of proceeding further
and, after finding objection in principle to a large number of paragraphs in the second
draft, declared the negotiations in recess with only two days left to the meeting. The next
day, he introduced a third and considerably scaled-

down draft which covered only those few

areas of. the previous texts where agreement was reached. or seemed possibl
. This draft,

however , was immediately under threat as well, since those same areas were , for the most

part, of littJereal interest to most if not aU of the delegations, and a number of

amendments to it were given by delegalions directly to the Coordinator.

Meanwhile, the U.S. delegation, concerned that any document adopted at the Geneva

meeting might step back from or jeopardize the high-quality commitments on national

minority issues in the Copenhagen document, spearheaded an effort to produce an entirely

new document that put what were considered the best elements from the proposals into
a fresh draft. Rather than elaborate upon the mechanism,. however, the draft merely

recommended that the third Hllman Dimension meeting consider undertaking that task.
In consultation with other delegations , this draft was reworked within the group of sixeen

States which comprise NATO, all of whom co sponsored- ocument along with Ireland

when it was formally tabled in the meeting as proposal "REMN.20.

i I
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Soon thereafter, Ambassador Ritter reconvened the negotiations, asking if it were
possible to accept the new draft text. Many delegations who did not co-sponsor the
proposal then took the floor, agreeing to accept the text as drafted as long as all others
could do the same. Delegation after de1egation withdrew their previous amendments as
pressure built to achieve consensus. The last hold-out was the delegation on Yugoslavia

which insisted on its right to make changes and reintroduced an amendment which

specified that national minorities, unlike peoples, do not have the right to self-

determination. After a short break during which consultations were held 
among delegates

the negotiating group reconvened, and the Yugoslav delegation agreed to withdraw its
amendment. Late on the eve of the meeting s dose, the 35 delegations agreed 

referendum to the draft report of the meeting.

7. The Geneva Report

On the morning of Friday, July 19, proposal REMN.20 was formally adopted by
consensus as the report of the Geneva meeting. At first desiring that a statement be
attached to the adopted report reflecting the view that national minorities do not have the
right to self-determination , the Yugoslav delegation agreed simply to make a statement to
that effect, to be inserted into the official journal as its national. position.

The report, while modest in its advances , nevertheless preserved existing commitments

regarding national minorities in Copenhagen and other CSCE documents and.. boilt upon

them in a few areas. Among the more important provisions are those in which the
participating States:

- emphasize that human rights and fundaIil'ental freedoms are the basis forthe protection

and promotion of the rights of persons belonging to national minorities;

-- stress the continued importance of a thorough review of implementation of CSCE
commitments relating to persons belonging to national minorities, and that issues

regarding national minorities do not constitute exdusively an internal affair of the
respective 'State;

-- state . that, in areas inhabited mainly by persons belonging to a national minority, the
rights of persons belonging to that minority, of those belonging to the majority

population of the respective State, and of those belonging to other national minorities
in these areas wil be equally. protected;

-- consider favorably the presence of observers at elections held below the national level
and will endeavor to faciltate their access;
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acknowledge the diversity of situations and constitutional systems and therefore
recognize . that various approaches to the implementation of CSCE commitments on
national minorities may be appropriate, listing 14 such approaches which could be
helpful in improving the situation of national minorHies on their territories;

In . hi . concluding : rel1
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have set forth in words.

-- recognize the major and valuable role that individuals, non-governmental organizations

and religious and oHler groups play in fostering cross-cultural understanding, inch.lding

across frontiers, wil encourage and not hinder the work of such individuals
organizations and groups and welcome their contributions in this area;

stress their determination to condemn, on a continuing basis , acts of racial , ethnic and

religious hatred, anti-Semitism, xenophobia and discrimination;

recognize the particular problems of Rama (Gypsies), and will undertake measures to
achieve full equality of opportunity for Roma with the rest of the population;

Following the closing

-- will take effective measures, induding the adoption, in conformity with 
their

constitutional law and international obligations, of laws prohibiting acts that constitute
incitement to . violence based on racial, ethnic or religious discrimination, hostility or

hatred, make efforts to collect and publish data on hate crimes, and consult and

exchange views on the international level on these crimes;
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The Secretary of State of Switzerland , Klaus Jacobi, delivered a closing address to the

meeting. In their subsequent closing statements, the delegations welcomed the adoption

of a report containing specific commitments regarding national minorities and the rights
of persons belonging to them , especially in light of the differences between deJegations

which were made evident during the course of the negotiations. The Swiss hosts
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continuing basis, acts of racial, ethnic and
and discrimination;

In his conduding remarks, Ambassador Kampe1man welcomed the adoption of the
report "with a profound sense of appreciation for the constructive efforts of each and every
ODe of us. We have seen here a Europe cooperatively and successfully at work." 

On the

meeting as a whole, he added: "All our delegations faced our responsibilities honestly,
openly and directly. The troublesome issue of the Baltic States' desire to regain their

independence was discussed in this official forum and in corridors.. We discussed the

troublesome problems faced by Hungarians in Romania; the unsatisfactory treatment of
Aibaniam in Kosovo; the hopdul developments of the condition of Turkish people in

BUlgaria. We explained conditions in many of our own countries, on occasion refreshingly

acknowledging shortcomings.. We buHt on Copenhagen and took the distasteful and

shameful issues of discrimination and prejudice against Roma and Jews out of the 
dark

closet of silence and into the daylight of recognition... We regrettably did not fulfill our
task to forge a procedure which wil permit CSCE to implement the plans and hopes we
have set forth in words. We intend to do so in Moscow at our September meeting.
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Following the closing statements, the Geneva meeting formaJly closed on July 19, 1991.
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9. Attendance and Activities of
Non-Governmental Organizations

peration at the national , regional and local
National minority questions and inter-ethnic disputes are of concern to a large number

of non. governmental organizations (NGOs), inc1udingethnical1y.based organizations , human

rights groups and research institutions active in the field of dispute settlement. 
This

interest was reflected in the attendance of dozens ' of NGOs at the Geneva meeting,

including many from the United States. The U.S. delegation worked closeJy with - these

organizations and other private individuals attending the meeting, assisting them in gaining
access to the conference center, briefing them on U.S. views of the meeting, listening to
their views and concerns and attending the events which they organized.

Conference on the Human Dimension
Mechanism.

s Jacobi, delivered a dosing address to the
, the delegations welcomed the adoption

garding national minorities and the rights
;ht of the differences between delegations
the negotiations.

All plenary sessions of the meeting, like other non-military CSCE meetings mandated

by the Vienna Concluding Document and the Paris Charter, were open to the public, and

NQO- representatives as well as private individlials were able to observe the: proceedings.
The- sessions of the subsidiary working bodies , however, were closed to public attendance
as were the informal negotiriting sessions.

The Swiss hosts did an outstanding job in accommodating the NGOpresence in
Geneva. For example, they greatly facilitated NGO access to the meeting. Unlike

prcvious meetings, where NGO representatives had to he escorted into the conference
center by a delegate, here they were able to pre-register and therefore gaihimmediate
acCesS. While security was tight, it did not impede entering the conference center.



In addition, adjacent to the plenary hall , a large room was reserved for exclusive use

of NGOs. The United States and other delegations periodically held briefing sessions for

NGGs in this room , and so-caned "brainstorming sessions" were held continually throughout

the course of the meeting. Some sessions focused on NGO concerns regarding the offcial
meeting, while others were informative sessions , focusing on specific ethnic issu , including

the existence ofa Macedonian nationality, the Yugoslav military attack on Slovenia, and
Muslims in the Soviet Union. A well attendedserninar on the situation of Romajn
Europe was also held during the course of the meeting. In addition to the brainstorming
sessions, NGOs met with individual delegations to press their main issues of concern.
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For open plenary sessions, more than ample room for NGOs and the press was

available in a balcony overlooking the meeting haB, with techl1ical equipment available for

simultaneous interpretation into all six official CSCE languages.

One last positive step which made the Geneva meeting the most open of any CSCE
meeting held to date was the existence of boxes for delegations where NGOs could leave
materials expressing their concerns- These boxes permitted prepared materials to be
circulated to delegates without having to request Secretariat assistance , sending them

through the mail  or having to contact a delegate directly.
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Near the end of the Geneva meeting, the NGOs released an ll-point memorandum

calling for enhancing NGO participating at CSCE . meetings in light of the ,Paris Charter

which said that "(t)hese organizations, groups and individuals must be involved in an
appropriate way in the activities and new structures of the CSCE in order to ful

fil their

important tasks." Among their proposals were: adequate seating in the meeting hall , a

separate NGO room like that available in Geneva, and the right of NGOs to organize

parallel or alternative meetings, to hold press conference in or near the conference center
and to, attend sessions of subsidiary working bodies.
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The Geneva Experts Meeting pn National Minorities was neither an amazing success
nor a dismal failure. The , picture is positive on the whole , especially given the sensitivity

of the topic, but mixed in regard to the various aspects of the meeting.
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10. Conclusions

For example, the discussion among the delegations was somewhat restrained. There
were good presentations by various delegations on their own government

s approaches to

national minority questions, but there was little actual dialogue on the various approaches
presented. Moreover , the implementation review was , with the exception of statements by

the United States and one or two other delegations
, clearly marked by an unfortunate

hesitance to engage in a frank exchange of views.



)Ie room for NGOs and the press was
ill . with technical equipment available for
SCE languages.

The report adopted at the end of the meeting is, in many respects
, a modest

achievement. The commitments it contains do not retreat from earlier commitments made
in the CSCE, but the extent to which they advance them is marginal at best. Given the
clear possibilty which existed in Geneva for a document that would have done more hann
than good, however, the damage-control exercise which resulted in the report that was

adopted could be considered a success in itself. Moreover, considering the tensions

apparent among certain delegations over minority concerns and their own expectations
failure to reach consensus on a document in Geneva might havp actuaHy aggravated an

already diffcult situation in some parts of Europe. Instead, each delegation left Geneva

knowing that there stil was some common ground on minority issues and that further

dialogue on these issues had not been futile.
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Nevertheless, the trend of adopting lengthy new documents which was con6nued by

t11e Geneva meeting is a cause for concern. Focusing on new words, especially at short

inter sessional CSCE meetings , detracts from the ability to have a real dialogue on the
topic being addressed by the meeting. As the excessive printing of money leads to
inflation, the adoption of more and more documents inCSCE can lead to a form of
word inflation" that dilutes the political value of previously agreed commitments.
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More positive developments occurred in the sphere of NGO access and activities during
the course of the meeting. In many respects, the work of the NGOs may have been more

prqducti than the official meeting in directly addressing and debating specific minority
issues of concern. The treatment of NGOs and private visitors by the Swiss hosts provided
many useful precedents that can be used to involve them further in the inter-governmental

process.

vlinorities was neither an amazing, success
the whole , especially given the sensitivity

: aspects of the meeting.

The Geneva meeting focused attention on what is an extremely timely and critical area
for cooperation in CSCE. The outcome of the meeting reflected the clear sensitivities that
make such cooperation difficult. When viewed in the longer term and on a more abstract
basis, the principal contribution of the Geneva meeting may be the extent to which it
represented a first and real step in an attempt to overcome these difficulties and

sensitivities, making progress at future meetings possible and improved implementation of
conunitments by the. participating States a reality. In this respect, the results of future

etings and, more importantly, the respect shown by States for the rights of persons
belonging to national minorities wil reveal the true level of success of the Geneva meeting.

:gations was somewhat restrained. There
on their own government's approaches to
actual dialogue on the various approaches
w was , with the exception of statements by
:ations, clearly marked by an unfortunate
NS.
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Mf'. Chairman:

One year ago , almost to the day, we adopted the Copenhagen

Document, the first human rights document of the post-cold
War

era. Since Copenhagen, CSCE' has taken further strides at the

Paris sumit, in meetings at Valletta and Krakow, and most

recently the Berl in Ministerial. Last fall , we welcomed a

eed Germany into our midst. weeks AlbaniaOnly two ago,

joined us , and by so doing, re-joined the family of Europe.

These steps forward were possible because member states of

the tSCE were willing to confront, overcome, and even eliminate

rlidable to freedom and security on this continentbarriers
o;' arriers that had kept Europe divided by force and fear

for more than forty years -- barriers that the CSCE has worked

to bridge and eradicate since the inception thevery

Helsinki process which began in 1975.



have made significant progress dismantling the most

onerous and obvious obstacles to a
urope whole and free. But

some remain, and they can only be removed through genuine,

peaceful, poll tical processes. know that one such

irritating obstacle relates the understandable and

aspiratio of the Baltic states andhistorically justifiabl
delegation

their peoples for independence.
The United states

many others here in the conviction that our effortsthejoins
realization

to create a Europe whole and free call for the

those aspiratio so that in the not-toe-distant future, the

circle of states around this table includes within

representatives from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.

The achievement of a Europe whole and free means much more

than simply having all the states sitting at a table
together,

important as that is. Governments and citizens alike must work

together to addresS and overcome
deep-seeded problems that

increasingly plaque us and this continent. Many are legacies

of the cold War. Many reflect unresol vea. antagonis that

preceded it: authoritarian habits. entrenched old structures.
breed new

and insular and intolerant attitudes. These can

divisions and frustrate the processes
among

democracy-building and reform. The challenge serious

because it comes at a time when we have never been closer to a

Europe whole and free.

The delegation',

delegation this
conference we b$gin,

ethnic and , national

us because they symo

art stability. The

X or a fundamental tra

greater cooperation

democracy.

Just' as weare

;;(

that we can maximiz.l

threats in the fOOl",

. ,themselves and cl.pu

at." challenge for",

the c CSC'E procesa.,

,. 4eal constructively"

" JEurope has eme)F

gevastation. The N

hayoc of communism -

qf' urope is an-

rts of. Europ-eiss
0.+, TheseEurope.

kwardness which, J

with a rebuilding oj



progress dismantling the most
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be removed through genuine,

know that suchone

the understanciable and
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The united states delegation

the conviction that our efforts

! call for the realization

1e not-too-distant future, the

"able includes within

tvia and Lithuania.

e whole and free means much more

s sitting at a, table together,

nts and citizens alike must work

deep-seeded problems that

s continent. Many are legacies

unresolved antagonisms that

its , entrenched old structures

udes. These breed newcan

trate the processes

The challenge serious

we have never been closer to a

The delegation of the United states is as persuaded as any

delegation this the sUbject matter of thehall that

conference we begin tociay is vitally important. The growing

ethnic and national minority tensions in Europe disturb all of

us because they symolize direct threats to European security

and stability. The Helsinki Final Act established the format

for a ,fundamental transition in Europe instabilityfrom

greater cooperation, on coercion tosystems basedfrom

democracy.

Just as we are on the verge of or,qanizing ourselves

tha' we can maximize the ,new opportunities presented to us , new

threats: in the form of ethnic and national rivalry manifest

selves and cloud the atmosphere in whic we function. The

great , challenge for us ,in this meeting is to explore whether

. the CE process is equipped with sufficient will and energy to

deal constructively with those new threats.

Europe has emerged from grievous spiritual physicaland

d.evastation. The Nazi brutalities, the devastation of war, the

voc of communism -- all of these have taken their toll. Much

9;f' is an environmental mess- Life expectancy in someEurope

rts of Europe is six to ten years below that of other parts

qf , &urope. and other symols of chaos represent aThese

packwardness which must be eliminated. proceedWe now want to

with a rebuilding of this continent.
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market performance.
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re every reason now to look the economic problems are severe and frequently appear

,yo They expect respect for crippling, but the will and the means for dealing with those

tose who were held captive in problems have been strong and increasingly self-evident.
Just

merg lng democracies have a divided Germany belongs to yesterday and not to tomorrow.

amsel ves fulfill those so must Europe leave its sharp divisions of yesterday behind

selves out of state-controlled it joins tomorrow.

competitive market performance.

beg in our deliberations in Geneva today cognizant of

appreciate that its task is to tha task and yet fully aware that strong ethnic and national

mle energies so that they are minority tensions cast a kind of evil spell over our sessions

nges in science; technology and sQmewhat like a cloud interfering with the sun rays

the horizons the human look to the new dawn.

!als and aspirations into near
opean states is rapidly moving The continent of Europe is an old one. The human race is

on, cooperation and unity in a . relatively new one, still growing, still maturing, still

:y.

We now have the council yolving , still reaching prove itself. Bigotry and

, the Court on Human Rights , the discri ination and hate have so far been an integral part

;ed on the need to move toward our emerging species, but we know that, to the extent that it

lelp our people realize their

~~~

, such bigotry, discrimination and hate are inconsistent

w:ith our religious teachings and create barriers toward

alizing our human aspirations That knowledge in itself is

this continent understand the

\, ': 

vital and indispensable beginning in a process of growth which

ment and be a part of it. cap lead to the elimination of that eep scar in our psyche and

o bring the whole continent !JEiing. my country, manifestations of it can still be seen

.d politically. It is true that in racial intolerance. In Europe , that manifestation takes the

fo:p anti-semitism, i discrimination against the Gypsies

and in myriad other ethnic rivalries and hatreds.



The threatened disintegratio Yugoslavia

particularly dangerous. The traditional estrangements in that

troubled country are exacerbated by the fact that the
boundary

lines the republics do not necessarily mark the boundaries

We also know that violence
between the various ethnic groups.

That is why our ministers in
does not respect boundary lines.

why
Berlin issued a collective statement of concern.

That

state Baker travelled to Yugoslavi
a few days

secretary the
That is why we support the

efforts underway
ago.

of Italy, Luxembourqand The Netherlands toForeign Ministers
why

end violence and renew meaningful dialoge.
That

support the recent call by members of the European community to

engage the CSCE emergency mechanism.

A new basis for unity in Yugoslavia is
obviously called

for. It will include greater autonomy for the republics.
But

these foundations for united country can orily

fundamentally achieved through peaceful means'
, by negotiati

AnY political authority in that country that seeks
restore

the authoritarianism of the past , that puts obstacles in the

way of a peaceful resolution of
differences, that violates

and minority righ s. that strives to impose a solution byhuman
nations and

force, distances itself from the CSCE family

from our common achievement of a Europe whole and free.

that connection, we must here note
our deep concern over

continued Serbian repression of the ethnic Albanian majority in

the province of Kosovo.

yugoslavia is on our

violence, but know t

ia, Ceausescu, with d

country ' 5 ethnic Hunqaz:j

qarian cultural insti t\
HUDQari villages

placed by new mul 

sgu ceof tension.

BUlgaria, the"

fiat suddenlY turned - into

Bu1,9C!+,i,etn army was uSeo,.,

tp,change them to Bulqari
and, agaz ines were banna

Turki h language were

5oq ce of tension.

all hope that

fbarism are ending witt

l;R ty .

9Jl ity.

But the

?;;,

The united states 4

p:g:J magic pill"

c:pncEtr s . We come to th



:ion Yugoslavia

,ditional estrangements in that

by the fact that the boundary

,ecessarily mark the boundaries

We also know that violence

That is why our ministers in

Dent of concern. That why

elled to Yugoslavia a few days

efforts underway the

xembourg and The Netherlands to

1 dialogue. That why

ers of the European Community to

ism.

goslavia is obviously called

utonomy for the republics. But

country onlycan

peaceful means, by negotiatio

country that seeks restore

1St , that puts obstacles in the

differences, that violates

: strives to impose a solution by

, CSCE family nations and

)f a Europe whole and free.

)te deep overour concern

f the ethnic Albanian majority in

Yugoslavia is on our minds intobecause erupted

violence, but know there are other similar problems 

Romania, ceausescu, with dictatorial power, decided to turn
his

country ethnic Hungarian minority into Romanians. Ethnic

Hungarian cultural institutions were undermined and ethnic

HUD9ar ian villages threatened with depopulation andwere

replaced , by new multi-ethnic towns.

ce of tension .

This continuing

BUlgaria, the twelve percent Turkish minority were by

suddenly turned into instant BUlgarians. 1984, the

BU),garli:n army was used to compel persons bearing TUrkish names

tC?" change them to BUlgarian names. Turkish language newspapers

and agazines were banned. Turkish ethnic dress and the use of

Turkish language were prohibited. continuingThis

sou'rce of , tension.

We - that these and other illustrations ofhope

ism are enqing with Europe s turn toward democracy and

liberty.
l:ility.

But disputes are real and ' threaten Europeanthe

The ' "United States does not believe anythat there

W;L pill n national minority questions and"magic

concerp,s. We come to this table cognizant of the need to keep



open mind and work with others toward solutions I The more: a

' '

particularly at this time when many CSCE countries are still
rights are prbtt

the early stages of forming new constitutions, revamping legal
persons belonqtnc

systems, and building civil societies.
fundamentals

individual citizel

We come ready to listen and discuss, and to share our
own established

perspectives one the world' s largest and longest be lessened cons

continual democracies and multi-
ethnic societies. We know what DeDt'Ocracy as it'

participate fully aware of our own inadequacies and of the
fact

legitimacy of sta'
system.

has, through trial and error, worked for us. We will

that we cannot just transplant our own solutions, just as some

solutions found by others may not prove workable in our country.
The rule

society; Di versi

The united States is fully convinced that
democracy and continue. The

the principles of human liberty and freedom and the rule of law
the bounds of law

are fundamental if we are to act constructively in the face
with genuinel

these challenges. We know that , as switzerland has matured and
effectivelY chann

strengthened its democratic institutions, its
German-speaking, generally remain

French-speaking, Italian speaking and Romansch-speaking justly administer

citizens live together ih harmony.
We know that, Belgium encourages a cbri

has strengthened its democratic institutions, the Flemish and

Walloons relate pe cefully with one another.
know that The free aY1

ethnic Swedes live comfortably in Finland.
We know that the espect fOr the 1

once-frightening words "Alsace-Lorraine longer mean alternatives

violence- between France and Germany.
today one by members of mir

Europe more pacifi , prosperous , democratic and cooperati

regions in Europe.



others toward solutions

oy CSCE countries are still

constitutions , revamping legal

ties.

discuss, and to share our own

arId' s largest and longest

thnic societies. We know what

worked for us. We will

inadequacies and of the fact

lur own solutions, just as some

; prove workable in our country.

:onv inced tha- democracy and

and freedom and the rule of law

constructively in the face

, as switzerland has matured and

itutions, its German-speaking,

in9 and Romansch-speaking

We know that, Belgium

c institutions , the Flemish and

one another. know that

in Finland. We know that the

-Lorraine Ii longer mean

lany. today one

ous, democratic and cooperative

The more a democracy matures, the more each individual'

rights protected , and the more we find that the rights ofare

persons belonging minorities are respected ' The

fundamentals the basic rights of thedemocracy are

individual citizen. Indeed, if all CSCE firmlystates were

established democracies ethnic and related concerns would

be lessened considerably essentially eliminated.not

Democra'cy as it matures brings with it public confidence in the

lsgitimacy of state authority and the integrity of its legal

syste

The rule law is an integral part of a democratic

society.; Diversity and difference within our willcountries

continue. challenge is to keep those differences wi thinThe

the bounds of law. with a society based on the rule law,

with genuinely judiciary r that society canindependent

fectively channel differences of all that theykinds

genera;l\ly remain peaceful limits. An effective andwi thin

justly administered legal system produces public confidence

encourages a ' commitment toward stability.

and

'!e free and peaceful exercise of human rights requires a

respe t for the least of keeping rangetheand

illtern' atives as wide as possible for the exercise of liberties

by members of minorities. To this end, it is thatimperative



have the ability to take initiative andte CLtize.,sj.'\2I

pJ. ish
t:2i

1Y 
express,

q'istiC

;."

e'Cs,

schools, churches, clubs, and media so that thay may

preserve and develop their ethnic, cultural,

community withor religious identity, alone or in

These democratic structures and formalities must be

Intolerance
panied by responsible democratic leadership.

,.oCo 

. . 

discr1m1na 10n and hatred must be condemned and

, discrimination
l5J1

tJ.

at be changed by law. Tolerance cannot 
be imposed.

clJJ1J1

laws must be enacted and enforced. Bigotry

But

discrimination can be made unlawful. If pluralistic

ctS
sti are to function well, governments must

!joC:J.

te encourage and reward attitudes of tolerance.
pt01dO.

actively

are convinced that democracy and rights and respect for

interethnicdividual offer answers to the problems

c!ifi?
tes. One of

language 

".).

official communications? In 
publications?

the existing irritants for example, deals

What language is to be taught in the schools?

On television?

the theater? issue creates ethnic friction , yet it

sue which is much more easily dealt with in a democratic,

enterprise society. Wouldn' t much of the
if.

inated if citizens

rlaqe they wish and operate private schools.
)./JI1':-

problem

could privatelypub ish in whatever

There is also thl

autonomy. DifferencI

delegated to the indi

reta ined the eel

related to the status

Here again, many

important aspects of 

. elected local Officj

governments who are' aI

government. Democrat

important principles c

I do not mean to

- serious one primari

utter mistrust and fie

group for another.

role. CSCE must help

: The United states

help entire famour

lize the promise of

curt inued spirit

~~~

dialogue. That is
proceed along th

Thank you.
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must condemned ancl
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acy and rights and respect for

problems interethnic

irritants for example, deals

to be taught in
publications?

schools?the
On. television?

es ethnic friction, yet it

ly deal t with in a democratic,

t much the problem

rivately' pub+ish in whatever
ivate schools.

There is also the demand of national minorities for local

autonomy. Differences arise to which powers are to be

delegated to the individual republics and which are

retained the This is intimatelycenter of government.

related to the status of minority groups within the republic.

Here, again of these tensions could be dealt with ifmany

important aspects of governental authority were vested

elected local officials than in officials of localrather

governments who are appointed to their posts the central

overnment. Democratization and decentralization of power are

important principles of responsible government.

I do not mean to oversimplify the problem.

serious primarily because it is usually accompanied byone,

utter mistrust and frequently by disdain and even hatred of one

group

role.
for another. This is where leadership must playa vital
CSCE must help provide that leadership.

The United states is convinced that the CSCE process can

ent ire family of nations meet the requirements andour

~~~~

ize the promise of Europe in the 21st century. urge

ql1tinued of cooperation and understanding, restraintspirit

. ,

a.I1: dialoque. We wish to do our shareThat is the CSCE way.

e proceed along that way.

Thank. you.
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AND ETHNICITY

I\N LAW

INTRODUCTION

When Europeans and Americans meet to compare notes on

HOWARD problems of nationality and ethnicity, we are reminded of the

lively traffic in constitutional ideas that tooK place between;' VIRGINIA
the Old World and the New World two hundred years ago.

In 1776

the convention that, meeting at Williamsburg, instructed

Virginia I 5 delegates at the continental congress to introduce a

resolution for independence also set to work on a declaration

of rights ,and frame of government for virginia. Other American

states likewise adopted new constitutions, and in 1787 the

Philadelphia Convention sent to the states, for their

ratification, a new federal constitution.
In 1791 the Billa f

Rights became part of the constitution.

) COOPERATION IN EUROPE

IATIONAL MINORITIES 1789 the French drafted their famous Declaration of

Rigqts of Man and the citizen. 1791 saw the adoption, in

nd, of that country s great May 3 Constitution. A few

ths later, France 
I 5 National Assembly agreed to the first

Ft' J'cl; constitution.

J91



As these seminal documents came into being, ideas about

nineteenth centur

issues of nationaJ

rights and government flowed freely back and forth across the listening to oped

in the audiences 
Atlantic. The American framers -- notably James Madison -

were well read in European theory and practice.
In framing

their basic laws, the Americans drew heavily upon European

well understoodtl

sources, including such English documents as Magna Carta In the United'

(1215), the petition of Right (1628), and the Bill of Rights has been a preoce,

related in many(1689), They were influenced, as well, by thinkers such as

condorcet and Montesquieu, the latter especially for his known, 'of course,

immigrants have -writings about the separation of powers.

As events unfolded in the United States, Europeans watched

fot many reasons

political oppress

with fascination. French scholars have noted the influence of
Some came unwillf:

George Mason s draft for Virginia s 1776 Declaration of Rights

upon France I s Declaration of Rights of Man and the Citizen. The result,.
When Thomas Jefferson was the American minister in Paris, he people, creeds', a

had the Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom (enacted in a constitution an

1786) translated into French, and it found its way into the of the governed,

fal rness and dueEncvc1opedie.

We convene in Geneva, in 1991, in the spirit of the great

individual opport

well as any obser

age of eighteenth-century constitution-making.
We meet to

that the effort t
examine problems of nationality and ethnicity -- an uncommonly i:ncom'pleteone, e

consider, in thissensitive issue in Europe and elsewhere.
Especially since the

law, with problem
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and practice. In framing
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cuments as Magna Carta

B), and the Bill of Rights

well, by thinkers such as

ter especially for his

lowers.

ed States, Europeans watched

have noted the influence of
s 1776 Declaration of Rights

s of Man and the Citizen.

:ican minister in paris, he

lious Freedom (enacted in

it found its way into the

, in the spirit of the great

ltion-making. We meet to

)d ethnicity -- an uncommonly

where . Especially since the

nineteenth century, much of European history has turned on

issues of nationality and ethnicity. It is easy to imagine,

lIstening to operas of Verdi, the .nationalistic stirrings felt
in the audiences who, notwithstanding the efforts of censors,

well understood the composer 
I s message.

In the United States, a leitmotif of that country s history

has been a preoccupation with matters of race -- a problem

related in many ways to nationality and ethnicity. America is

known, 'of course, as a land to which successive waves of

imnfi'grantshave come 

-- 

from every continent. hey have come

for many reasons -- seeking religious freedom, hoping to escape

political oppression, or questing for economic opportunity.

Some came unwillingly -- those who came in slavery from Africa.

The result, in the United States, is a country of diverse

people, creeds, and cultures. These people live together under

a Constitution and laws among whose major premises are consent

of the governed, the rule of law, equality before the law,

irness and due process in the law I s administration, and

di vidual opportunity. Any reader of American history, as

well as any observer of the contemporary scene, will realize

t'ha' t- the effort to achieve these commitments is an arduous and
ift26 Plete one, especially in matters of race and ethnicity.

cqnsider, in this paper, various modes of dealing, in American

law, with problems of race, nationality, and ethnicity.



CORE PROTECTIONS
Constitution..

I begin with those modes of protection that lie at the core

that no state m

laws or due precel

minorities. In so doing, I call attention to the special

, Fourteenth' ndmE

actions that woul(
of the effort to secure rights and freedoms for racial or other

place, in the United States, of the constitution as a norm.
resembling servitl

some countries, the monarchy serves as a unifying symbol.

Other countries have their own common ground.
In the United

For decades tt

GradUally the fed,
States, nothing serves as a common banner so nearlY as the

constitution. Indeed, it is fair to say that, rather than the
prohibitions, espe
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CTIONS
constitution. That amendment, amor.g other things , declares

that no state may deny any, person the equal protection of the

Jtection that lie at the core
laws or due process of law. The central purpose of the

freedoms for racial or other
Fourteenth Amendment was to protect the newly freed slaves from

actions that would, in effect, drag them back into conditions
tention to the special

e constitution as a norm.
resembling servitude.

s as a uni fying symbo 

:non gro und. In the United
For decades the Fourteenth Amendment lay largely unused.

banner so nearlY as the

to say that, rather than the

Gradually the federal courts began to enforce the amendment

the constitution created the

prohibitions, especially in the years after World War II.

ample, in 1954 the Supreme Court, in Brown v. Board of

For

Education, ' decreed that segregation by race in pUblic schools

viorated the Fourteenth Amendment' s equal protection clause.

nc legal protections, one

contrast between the role of
The Foutteenth Amendment has proved to be a powe rful tool

nacting civil rights

terpreting and enforcing the

in the hands of the judiciary. From the amendment' s original

concern withc the former slaves, it has been extended, by

dicial 'interpretation, to include discrimination on the basis

q(r:a:ce; nationality, and ethnicity. The courts have also, in

:r:A J?Qlying the amendment' s ban, fashioned a rigorous standard by

;;),"

Hpf ch to review laws and acts attacked as being

;, , ,:,

s:(;(t', imina to ry . When a court reviews ordinary legislation (for

Reconstruction following the ex' am'ple, a statute regulating economic activity), a complaint

:the Statute denies equal protection sees the court
! Amendment was added to the

a presumption of the statue s constitutionality.



cases involving racial discrimination, by contrast, the statue

is presumed to be invalid;, that is, the burden is on the state

to defend the statue rather than, as in ordinary cases, on the

statute ' 5 challenger to show that the law is unconstitutional.

Antidiscrimination Leqislation

The pourteenth Amendment, in addition to empowering the

courts, gives Congress the power, by appropriate legislation,

to enforce the amendment. Onder this provision Congress has

the power to reach activities not covered by the Constitution

itself. For ex ple, the Fourteenth Amendment, by its terms,

reaches only 
action, that is, actions undertaken by

government or for which government may be deemed to be

responsible. congress, however, through its powers of

legislation, may enact statutes dealing with private

discr imination. Thus congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of

1964, forbidding discr imination in hotels, restaurants, and

other public accommodations.

Legislation, by its nature, permits more discretion and

experimentation than does the Constitution.
A constitutional

provision requires, of course,
interpretation. But once the

meaning of the constitution be ascertained, it is, in American

constit onal law, outs
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interpretation. But once the

ascertained, it is, in American

constitut onal law, outside the reach of the legislative

brancp. congress may, by scatute, add protections beyond those

cort ained in the Constitution, but Congress, like other

branches of government, must respect the Constitution
s limits

on ,governmental action. So long, however, as Congress is

legislating within its bound of competence, it enjoys

flexibility to shape laws and remedies as assessments of policy

and:social factors may suggest.

Ind vidual Riqhts (Bill of Riqhts)

.l;,,.tp.e heart of protection of the rights of minorities 
as;:' 1;uld~ental as the antidiscrimination principle itself -- is

Bil fof Rights. Those who framed the first ,ten amendments

constitution understood that the protections of the Bill

would be especially important to those who, because

or other discernible differences from the majority

take unpopular or unusual positions. Likewise, the

Bill of Rights as especially important to the

-- those without easy access to the control of

Obviously minorities fall within this definition.

provisions of the Bill of Rights are the First

s guarantee of freedom of speech, press, assembly,



petition for redresS of grievances, and free exercis

religiort, the Fourth Amend
ent ' s ban on unreasonable searches

and seizures, the Fifth and sixth Amendment'

s requ.rements of

vario procedural protectiOns in criminal proceedings 

I such as

the right to counsel!, and the Eighth Amendment'

s ban on cruel

and unusual punishments.

Experience has demonstrated how often racial and other

minoriti have indeed been the direct beneficiaries of the

guarantees of individual rights found in the Bill of Rights.

For example, the supreme court, in 1958, inferred the right of

associati from the First Amendment'
s protection for free

speech' in the case at bar the court used this right to protect

a civil rights organization (which had been litigating to

desegregate public education) against the efforts 0 

f a state to

put it out of business.

The supreme court has been quite inventi

in finding ways

to use the Bill of Rights to protect minorities.

During the

civil rights move
ent of the 1960s, the court, in case after

case, overturned convictions of civil rights demonstrators

(under state breach-of-the-
peace and other laws) in

circumstances where there was every reason to think that local

authoriti were using local laws to suppress legitimate

i a se nt. . In that era,
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courts that blacks loc
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:e and other laws) in
'very reason to think that local

LWS to suppress legitimate

dipsen In that era, before Congress began enacting major

civil rights legislation (such as the 1964 Act), it was to the

courts that blacks lo ked for protection.

Many innovations in American constitutional law may be

traced to seminal cases in which race was a major factor. For

example, the first right-to-counsel case in the Supreme Court

93;2J i-nvolved black defendants who, in a capital ca.se, were

denied adequate representation at their trial. Likewise, soon

:;;b!;:r afte-ri the court' s first coerced confession case involved

a bl kdefendant.

established in cases involving members of

corpus of constitutional

:doctrines therefore become available to parties 

All citizens are thus the

of efforts by minorities to secure their rights

tn, this fashion, minorities contribute to the law I s

ARE THERE COLLECT VE OR GROUP R GHTS?

rights described so far -- rights that I have described

core rights -- clearly are instances of individual

What, then, of collective or group rights? American



Iry emphasize individual rights.
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Jroceeding. Indeed, the
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assumptions consistent with a

Affirmative Action

Affirmative action -- it might also be called positive

discrimination -- entails a preference based on race on another

factor. Preferences may extend to employment, educat ion, or

other ends. The preferences may take the form of Wquotas

goals. . They may be explicitly racial, or they may turn on

criteria such as - disadvantage. W

Affirmative action is permissive, that is, it is not

required by the Constitution. Affirmative action, when it is

undertaken( takes the form of legislation or other positive

enactment. Indeed, it is hard to imagine a workable

co' s,tj. t:u ional provision that would mandate affirmative

aqtJ;on . Affirmative action, by its nature, requires so many

mR! ical and social value judgments that inevitably it
inJ.r;i,t;e.s. political, rather than judicial, assessment. In other

wq:rQs::,?,.itis appropriate that decisions whether to have

:r1:' tive action and, if so, to what extent and for what

PWIi'PP\i$EfS,kshou:td be left to legislatures (subject, of course,

tcjf::.q:uai' cialOVersightto be sure that constitutional bounds are
s.urpassed) .



A rationale often advanced for affirmative action is that

it is justified by the need to compensate for historical

discrimination or dis,advantage. It may be argued, for example,

that American blacks have historically been the subject of such

massive discrimination that preferences or advantages should be

tendered in order to create more nearlY equal opportunity.

Affirmative action carries, however, certain risks.
One

may fairly argue that, given history
s teachings, the use of

race as a measure for government action (however benign the

purpose) is always inherently dangerous.
critics of

affirmative action argue that the device invites racial

politics, thus polarizing society, and that it often stirs

great resentment (for example, among those who fail to get jobs

awarded on grounds of race ' to someone else).

Affirmative action pro'grams may tend to slide toward a

notion of group rights. Indeed one concern may well be that if

an affirmative action program continues indefinitely, it may

come to be seen ' as a- group entitlement. Especially might this

be the case where the plan takes the form of strict percentages

(for example, where 10\ of contracts under a public works

program are set aside for minority contractors).
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Electoral Process/Representation

constitutions or laws of some countries provide some form

gga anteed representation for national or ethnic minorities

(for .example, the provision made by the Constitution of

SCQleswi9 Holstein for Danish seats in the state legislature).

;YI!1; ping American law seems to be going beyond traditional

~~~

+es of forbidding discrimination in apportionment to

g r cial representation. The Fourteenth Amendment is

~~~

d to prevent states from drawing boundaries of state

;, '", 

e:9- lat;iv.e- dist ricts in such a way as to discriminate against
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AutonOmY /5e1 f-Gave rnment

Group rights often connote notions of local autonomy or

self-government, for example, devolution of powers from a
central government to the locality.

American federalism

entails, of course, considerable emphasis on decentralized

power among states and localities.
But notions of group rights

have little relevance here.
There is, however, one important

ex::eption: native American s government. In some ways, native

Americans and their tribes have been treated as foreign

governments. Thus we have treaties between the federal

government and individual tribes -- treaties typically adopted

in the ninet-eenth century when western settlement and expansion

was at its height.

The reservations of native Americans 
I tribes are commonlY

governed by their own laws -- measures enacted by tribal

councils. This form of local autonomy carries a price,

ever; one hears complaints that ordinances passed by tribal

councils do not always conform to the protections otherwise

afforded by the Bill of Rights to those living in places other

than reservations.
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CONCLUSIONS

( 1 As to assertions of group or collective rights, it

seems that these are less well suited to judicial enforcement.

'Ihe:y'entail essentially 
political judgments and thus are by

their nature suited for legislation.
The case for such rights

6netr existence, extent, and detail -- differs from country

to count ryo
In this respect, they may be contrasted with human

rigbt' !H' whiCh have a more universal nature.
One may conclude

h.at in' a given country, group rights are a path to political

sta t!ity; and social tranquility.
In any event, it seems

'lid4rtt, that the nature of group or collective right.s is still

evg; viti9 ; ThHi certainly seems to be the case in the

CQP

~~~

agen; document, which while' it speaks 
of rights that may

,e_ ciised - individually as well as in community with other

)'ers i"oftheir groUp, . does so in a way that avoids (probably

i"t ntion llY) the question of individual versus group rights.

,i.

(2) Thsre is a special place in the constitutions of

\aiid:fn the norms of both domestic and inte' rnational

antidiscrimination principle. Making the principle

legal documents reminds us of the invidious nature

against national, ethnic, or racial



minorities. Such discrimination does particular violence to

the notion of a rule of la
Antidiscrimination declarations

and laws have moral or teaching value 
certainly the supreme

Court I s Brown v. Board of Education decision had just such

moral farce for the American civil rights movement.

Antidiscrimination legislation carries an added advantage in

that it can be fine-tuned to the grievance or problem at hand,

as well as offering the opportunity to shape appropriate

remedies.

(3 ) When one reviews the range of constitutional and legal

means of dealing with problems of nationality, ethnicity, and

race, primacy should be given to individual or human rights.

theory of individual rights rests on an atomistic, rather than

organic, view of the state and politics.
Giving a central role

to individual rights is especially compatible with western,

liberal theories emphasizing the worth of the individual.

Individual rights carry special force because they extend to

all persons, regardless of race of nationality.
And a

practical advantage of individual rights is that, of the

various kinds of ,ri'ghts, they are especially well suited to
judicial enforcement.

(4 ) Shaping a free society -- one in which a free people

aspire to self-government under the rule of law -- requires the

accommodation 0 f two pr inciples. One is democracy -- the

belie f 
t governmeti'

whereby fair and f

officials who are accc

principle is constitut

democracy, there are J
that there are rights
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force because they extend to

of nationality. And a

!l rights is that, of the

re especially well suited to

-- one in which a free people

the rule of law -- requires the

One is democracy -- the

belief th t government' s decisions should be made in a process

wherebY fair and free elections install legislatures and other

officials who are accountable to the people.
The othe r

principle is constitutionalism -- the '
thesis that, even in a

democracy, there are limits to the powers of government and

that there are rights which even a democratically elected

government may not infringe.
Accommodating these principles is

not always easy.
It is, however, essential, in order that

hi. ri dignity may be respected and individual rights secured in

riditions of social order and justice.
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Uni ed States Representative to the
United Nations Commission on Human Rights are c:e.J tin

CSCE - Meeting of Experts on National
Geneva, Switzerland
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Minorities consensus of th1

(;!y,

rights le
l1ge" in Americ

Today, we meet for the second day to examine the
revo14;fon. basE

it!?e f:ortto eJ
experiences of CSCE natio 5 in addressing the situations of

minorities in their own countries. On Monday Minister Felber

rightly suggested that delegations shquld pursue such work with
9j. ii!,

i;t1ip, f?r

reF,?pc;ile- our de

modes ty . This is wise. National situations differ greatly. ity . nder,
each case, individual rights must be protected on a

non-discriminatory basis. Beyond that, however, there is no
7S whi

farl short of ou
single solution. Lessons learned in one society will not always

transfer to another. Nevertheless, much can be learned from

analyses and comparisons between national practices. For in the
c:j,yil

erna"

,,,

groups and some of their civil and legal rights. These remarks

in '

long run the common denominator must be dignity and freedom for

the individual.

Mr. Chairman, I want to describe briefly our national

experience and current debate concerning American minority

bu t freec

are timely, because the civil rights movement in my country

today is at a critica,l juncture. America is seeking to find and
e SE

build a new civil rights consensus in the year we, as a nation, to 0\0

they
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,ibe briefly our national

rning American minority

legal rights. These remarks

:s movement in my country

merica is seeking to find and

in the year we, as a nation,

are celebrating the 200th birthday of our Bill of Rights.

consensus of the 1950' s and 1960' 5 produced the most expansive

Our

civil rights legislation of our history, and brought a profound

nge in America ' 5 race relations. The civil rights

revolution, based on our democratic values, largely succeeded in

its effort to eliminate leaa11v p.nforcp. second class

citizenship for black and other Americans. It began to

reconcile our democratic promise and Constitutional guarantee of

equality under the law with our national practice. However, our
practices which have made unusually massive improvements, still

1 short of our goals.

The civil rights movement in the United States is under

internal and external review and analysis as it adjusts

its need to develop a new agenda. Many, like me, are urging

approach designed to define and promote policies that

individuals to achieye their own potential through their

, in a society which permits rewards for their work

their accomplishments. Empowerment does not mean control o,

but freedom to control one s own affairs. Minorities in
don ' t want paternalism, they want opportunity -- they

the servitude of welfare, they want jobs and an

to own private property. They don ' t want government
, they want a reaffirmation of our declaration of



The original idea of the American civil rights movement

Yet today, far too many

advanced by some in the tradii
was to remove racial, religious and gender-based barriers to

individual accomplishment and fulfillment. The power and moral
solutions to the problems fac:

African-American and Hispanic
attractiveness of the civil rights movement of the 1950' sand

1960' s was its universalism and its moral simplicity. The
are remedies that are not raci
they define people by race an!

movement then was a crusade for freedom and equal opportunity.
preferential programs.

The moral message was clear: segregation and discrimination are

morally wrong at odds with the American ethic of fairness,

an ethic that has given rise in our country to the belief that

The transition being eXI

movement in our country has hE

everyone should be given an equal chance to succeed or fail on
has put a strain on coalition

individual merit. ground. The consensus that pJ

civil rights movement of the 

Thus, the moral agreement which has opened greater
It is my view , for example, tl

King -- tpe dream of a societ1
opportuni ty for 50 many over the past three decades was based on

judging people on their individual character, not by group
the content of their characteJ

identi fication. For our ideals are solidly based on the respect skin -- has lost its focus.

and dignity of the individual, with government in a peripheral
nation to address some disturt

role. Our Bi 11 of Rights defines things government must not
our black chi ldren are growin

African Americans live in pOVE
do. It does not establish rights it provides for their

defense.
and unemployment is at a highE

prQclucti vi ty.

Regrettably, there has been a tendency to faCe problems

based on race with solutions based on race. Our objective must

be to eliminate racism, not to perpetuate it.



Yet today, far too many of the policies and remedies being

iean civil rights movement
advanced by some in the traditional civil rights movement as

gender-based barriers to
solutions to the problems facing the United States

Ilment. The power and moral African-American and Hispanic communities are race-based. These
movement of the 1950' 5 and

are remedies that are not race and gender neutral. Instead,
moral simplicity. The

they define people by race and sex. Often they result in
'edom and equal opportunity.

preferential programs.

ation and discrimination are

American ethic of fairness,
The transition being experienced by the civil rights

country to the belief that
movement in our country has helped create an environment that

'hance to succeed or fail on
has put a strain on coalition building and a search for common

ground. The consensus that provided the foundation for the

civil rights movement of the 50' s and 60' s has been weakened.
ch has opened greater

It is my view , for example, that the dream of Dr. Martin Luther
st three decades was based on

King -- tpe dream of a society where individuals are " judged by
character not by group

the content of their character rather than the color of their
! solidly based on the respect skin " -- has lost its focus. Yet the need to mobilize our
l government in a peripheral

hings government must not
nation to address some disturbing realities is great. Half of

our black children are growing up in poverty. One- third of all
it provides for their African-Americans live in poverty -- and the reward for welfare

and unemployment is at a higher level than that for working and

proQuctivity.
I tendency to face problems

on race. Our objective must

Jetuate it.



In the face of this urgent need the civil rights movement

riskS losing the perception as a moral crusade for an even

playing field and freedom. It risks coming to be seen as 

advocacy movement for preferential treatment for minorities, at

the expense of the majority.

We as a nation are trying to come to terms with the new

realities and the risks. There are important unfinished i terns

on our agenda for an America totally free of discrimination end

bigotry in practice as well as words. Those can be dealt wi th

only through an effective broad coalition, and that is the

challenge we face.

This dichotomy is at the center of the American debate of

the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1990 and 1991.
This

legislation would make a series of changes to American laws

barring discrimination in employment, reversing several Supreme

Court decisions that had narrowed their interpretation.
Some

ieve that this legislation is necessary to continue to fight

discrimination in the workplace. Others argue that elements of

the legislation be interpreted to require that employers,

, hire on the basis of racially-defined quotas in order

to protect themselves from legal action. There is broad

agreement in the U. S. Congress that any such effect -- requiring

that employment decisions be made on the basis of race or

ethnici ty' -- waulc

legal pIjnC;iples

JlQ5+ is
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Qn, thewo rc

The civil
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ethnicity -- would be the antithesis of the basic moral and

d the civil rights movement

coming to be seen as 

now is on the words to carry out that objective.

legal principles of non-discrimination and equality. The deba te
al crusade for an even

reatment for minorities, at
The civil rights movement has made the 1991 bill its top

priority. But, it is important for me to point out that the

bill would not address the real problems -- the deteriorating
orne to terms wi th the new

quali ty of life for low- income blacks and Hispanics and the
important unfinished i terns

social collapse of too many communities. While the fight of the
free of discrimination end

50 I 5 and 60 I 5 was for the right to sit at the lunch counter, the
Those can be deal t wi th challenge of the 90' s is to be able to buy lunch! Our econmic

ition. and that is the
and social problems are at the root of these fundamental

problems and are yet to be addressed effectively.

r of the American debate of
Mark Twain once said that, .. If the only tool you have is a

J and 1991. This
hammer, then all y ur problems look like nails. This might

1anges to American laws
suggest that we should reject the notion that the only way to

. reversing several Supreme
deal with the economic situation of poor minorities is through

ir interpretation. Some
civil rights legislation.

ssary to continue to fight

lers argue that elements of
Thus, the real challenge for the United States is to find

to require that employers,
ways of ensuring that all individuals in all groups of society

ly-defined quotas in order
have the opportunity to participate fully and effectively in

on. There is broad
economic and social life. This challenge makes it imperative

ny such effect -- requiring
that we rebuild the link between individual effort and reward.

the basis of race or



And ita 150 requi res the bui Iding of a new consensus. The St,
S. Oeleg

united States now is seeking to find a broadly accepted set of

policies that will allow each individual the full opportunity to

realize his or her potential. Mr. Ch,:irmeln.

Our delegat
reviewing the implemen1

national lJinoritie
implementation 1'85 bee,

the c:redibility th,
direct connection bet""

Any effective answer to this challenge must empower
implementation o cClnmi

all members of society to achieve their own potential, through the 3ucc:eS5 which the 

thei r own efforts, and to be rewarded for their work and their
In recent yei!rs. the

accomplishments.
cammi tments ha5 irnprDV

relative its Pi!st
Mr. Chairman, I know it is not only the countries of therectit'ying i nhumoln

Eastern Europe that are looking for market-oriented answers to Turki::h mi nari ty. Never

many of their problems. So are minorities in the American our waln vitoll polr't at'

communities of East Harlem, East St. Louis and East their minority right
Los Angeles. We must tap and unleash the wealth, talent and their cD..itmentexpand

potential of mor individuals. both in these countries and in ngly worded ca..i tnl

u. s. communities. 1989 end e::pecially in
ev i dence these addi"

There is a wise Eskimo adage which states - happy man. with strang language" on

successful man - successful family, successful town.
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Meeting

broadly accepted set of

al the Eull opportunity to

Mr. Chei rm

Our delegat icn pleased participate the task
reviewing the implementation of existing CSCE CDmlli tments relating

nationo!l lIi nari ties. Our tr.edi ticn thet the reVl.ew

implementation has been c:rit:ic:al pha5C CSCE meetings Sl.n!:c

the credibility the CSCE proccs:: has been dependent: the
direct connection between words and deeds. Accountabi 1 i ty for

; challenge must empower
impleMentation of cDmlli tment:s freely agreed to has been the key to

Lr own potential,

for their work and their

through
the 9ucceS5 which the CSCE has achieved.

In recent yeBr , the situation with respect to i plementetian af
cammi tment has i praved markedly. Bulgaria one country which

relative it; past record. ha!! taken enormous stride
jnly . the countries of

arket-oriented answers to

rectifying the inhuman campl:ign Forced imilation
Turki h minority. Nevert-hel e J5. a review implementation rell,l1. ns

itie in the American

Louis and East

a vital part of' our work. For just C!:: governments have improved

their minority rights per ormance , too have they agreed

the wealth, talent and exp0ind their commitments regarding the righ't The pecific and

n these countries and in strongly warded cOII i tments the Vienna Concluding Document

1999 and especially in the Copenhagen document; of' 1990 . are clell
evidence the addi tionel cOllmi tment which were rell'ffi rmed

lich states - happy man, with strong language on n,ltionel minorities in the PlIris Charter.

:ut:cessful town.



There is, hDwever , secDnd impDrtont reosDn fer theand mDre

review. De:;p i te improvement:: , minoT:'tyobviousimpleilentotian
pDsesprDblelns

dilC"'"U!IS

are only nDW

ha.

peace.

Paris
persDns

still Ethnic strife spcci seriou::andcxist.
TDr many cDuntries -- especially for m","y of those which

in the procesS of political democratization. It also

critical tr8nsboundary dimension could thewhich threaten

This is a'fter all, the participating Stotes agreed inwhy,

hold meeti ng the rishtsprotection thethi:5

belonging to national minorities. are to meet theIf we

intent and expectations of' thil: meeting,

lIenner -

it is incumbent on us to

discuss these problems in en apen end forthright

Yet,

exercise
part:

pol icies

reviewing implementiltian di ff'icul tho. become lIore

than Previo sly , speei fie theI:ction:!the past:.

governments participating 1ews,Stete:5thesome

and practices represented the most serious violations

CSCE comm i tments minorit.y right:5 . however,Todoly,regardi ns

become a much more compl icated As thematter.

lid
implementation has

wa.repres:5ion li'fb:d Europe, dOTmentthe forces

ethnic tension have risen to the SUrTiICe.

Take for eXamF

governmental restril
minorities have bee

the Romanian deJ

Romani an Government

area have been OVer

the majority and th

evident in t:he stat
Hearth) and in the

which hos spewf:d

sti rred segments 01'

ethnic Hungari

in Tirgu Mures or 

Romania

this kind. vary

well. Popular di:scr

which we under:st.!nd

of' the major problerr
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impartont reCli50n ror the Take. ror example. the situation Romania. where many

impro..ements. minor'i'ty sovernmental restrictions on the rights or the Hungarian and other

.e. speci ir: end er10U:: minorities have been removed 10 the !Clst year. At the :=drne time

, 'for m.!oy or tho::e lon i eh the Roman i an delegate informed hi:: open i T1g address the

democretization. It also Romanian Government has a long way to go. But improvements 10 this

which could threaten the area have been overshadowed by a sharp increase in tensions between

c:ip8ti n9 Stetes agreed in the majority and the minority groupe themselves- This is clei!rly

:ection the rights EO'" i dent in the statements of the group Vatra Rom8neaSCi! CRomCinian

are to meet the Heaort-h) and in the newspoper Romania More. On oct:asion, the ha1:e

i ncumben1: an us 1:0 which he5 spewed forth fram suen graups ond publications hes

thr i ant manner. 5ti rred segments the papulation 1:a resor1: violence ga i nst

ethnic Hungarians and Rome (or Gyp ies) . 5uch as occurred last year

)ecome more difficul1: in Tirgu Mures or, more recently, to various Rome communities-

specific actions the

cipating Stl!tes laws, Rom.Jn i a course not tne only country wi 1:1" problems

most serious violations this kind. To varying degrees they e)(ist n ather countries

rights. Today. however. well. Papular discrimination .Jnd harossment: of Rome in Hungaory --

,mpl i cilted matter. As tne which we understand Hungar i an President Gonczhes described as one

the dormant farces of the major problems facing his country -- as well as e)(pressions

and acts .:nti-semitiSim the Soviet Union ond i nte.r-"ethn i c

tensions in neighboring countries are only a few e)(allpiesof this
disturbi n9 trend. It is an issue thlSt needs to be addre3sed by the

respective governments in a manner that is effective and consistent

with human rishts standards.



What arc the re15ponsibi 1 i ties governmenta 1 duthar 1 ties There ::eI:CI

i nstanCI!:5 '!uen the15e? Surely. the answer does not lie review. casei!
retur"" the FH!lst, when severe restricticn the rights devolLJtion pol.
'freedoll of expression. association Dr assl!flbly prevai led. Indeed participating State
rather than solving the problems. these past restrictions merely the ccmrni trnent the
swept animosities between ethnic groups underr the rug. These and local SDvernmeni
restriE:tions o'ft:en h8ve worked the detriment and not the are the prCH::e:!5

advantage of minority groups that they have pre..ented e'ff'orts perrormance. 8illi1;
aimed at the resolution of underlying ethnic problems. their rightf"ul jurb

their respective ter
Instead, governments hould look the rovision5 the

enheB document in which the articipt!ting St:ates " I;learly and In fJany i nstt!nCes

unequivocoily condelfn racial and ethnic hatred I anti- the cases o'f the bil
semitism, xenophob i a and discrimination. . . Member Stetes also Republ ic and Eston
COlllfi tted them elves rov ide protection persons and groups Hungary I which inc:l
aglli nst violence based national, racial, ethnic, cultured Each the Baltic
linguistic religious identi ty, and protect the prD erty neltional minority ri
these persons groups. some the cases heve just Soviet republ iC5;
mentioned, the res ective governments have been slow condemn the protection
pronounce.ents of ethnic hatred, and silence c8n be inter reted to resul t. We would
lDeen aCc:uieiScence. Uictilfs crimi nel acts which pl"o!r remoirks Dn the centrl

motivo!ted by ethnic ho!tred o!Iso must have the - portuni ty to 5el"k area.
the judicial rl"medies they need to protect their rights.
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c'tions toe rIghts
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under the Theserug.
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lic problemll.
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/!cial, cul tur!!l,ethnic,
pro'tec't propert:ythe

the justcases h/!ve

been condemnslow

nce can be interpreted to
/:cts which appear

e the opportunity to seek-

t: their rights.

There :;econd 'factor Ylhich campl icates our implementati.,n
review. where therecases decentral iza.tian9row1n9

C't1d
devolution political thepower central government5
participating State are no 1 anger the sale actori! implementing
the camm i tmentlS they have undertaken the CSCE. Naw republic
and local go..ernment:s , such as iTl the Soviet Union aTld Yugci!lavia
are the havingprocess greater impact human rights
per-formi!nce. Similarly. the Boiltic Sti!tes have been i!ble to take
their rightful jurisdictian over minority rights protection within

their respective terri taries.

In mi!ny instances this hois led to pas i t i ve developments as in
the caselS o'f the bili!teral agreements between the RussiaTl Federated
Republic and Estonia and between the Ukrainian Republic and
Hungoiry, which include 1 anguage protecti ng minority rights.
Each the Baltic States fact: , sed legisli!tion
ni!tional minority rights and legislation is being dr8fted in some
Soviet republics. I n these there is re8scn tocases believe thoit
the protection mi nori ty rights will cantinue improve
resul t. We would also here note the Saviet delegation

' :!

opening
remoirks on the ceTltral governmerit' s legislative initiatives in this

area.



how!:ver . re!5pet;t for ha5mi nori ty rightsother ni!tance!5 .

deterior!!ted. This nowhere evident Yugoslavia.thenmore

where tho government Republic h.. er'fectivelySerbiatho

denied K0!50VO its political autonomy and ho!!5 actively discrim1.nated

agili nst AlbaniCln popuIl!tion tho Dverwhelmingwh ieh mekesthe

m.!jcrity of that province, !!ueh , 1!i5 by firing thousand:: of' Albanians

for their political activitic5 lai!t year. And in the Soviet Union I

the government!! of' the Georgi en and Azerbajdzha"i republics do not

seemed to h!!ve contributed to the !501utio of minority problem!!

those republ iC:I.

The CSCE hos proven eff'ective in its unique ability to conrront

prob 1 em!! open 1 y . Ide have mode remarkable prD9re ince 1975 ;,nd

have demcn tratcd our commi t ent to make rurther pragre together.

hope will thi tillc canrront quc ticnGenevau.o

nationlSl minaritie direct and ccn tructive manner. Dur i 1'51

the ccur e cr essions in Working Group B. cur delegation'furth

int ':d:: discU::5 1n grcelter detail implementaticn 5ucce::se5tho

and shortcomings tho national minori tic5. Ourarea

d i SCI,SS i en will include cOrlmcnts nUlRber participating

St:ate:o. including our awn. We bel ieve that the CSCE experience of"

tho past shown that this the most ef'f'ective approachh..
take. time. will welcome comllents etherthetho ::allC

delegation:: tho imp 1 eme:mtat i en record Ste:t:estho Uni ted

this 'field.
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Against Hate Crimes
William H. Hill
U. s. Delegation
5, 1991

One of the most common manifestations of prejudice or
discrimination against ethnic, racial, or national minorities
is the category of so-called hate crimes. " In U. S.
legislation a ,hate crime s generally defined as an act of
violence or intimidation motivated by hatred or prejudice based
on race, color, ethnicity, religion or sexual orientation.
Several U. S" 'federal statutes provide sanctions against actions
which might be categorized as hate crimes. Thus it is a
federal crime to injure, oppress, threaten, intimidate, or
interfere with a person because that person is engaged in an
activity which is protected by federal law or the 

constitution -- for example, because he or she is exercising
the right to vote, practicing a religion, or serving on ajury. It is also a federal crime to threaten or interfere with
a person because he or she is engaged in one of a number of
specified activities, such as occupying a dwelling, enrolling
ina public school, travelling, or using public accomodations.
One federal statute specifically prohibits defacing or damaging
religious bui ldings (churches, synagogues, and mosques) and
cemeteries.

One of the most common applications of these statutes in
American practice has been to prosecute those who threaten or
interfere wi th black families who have moveq into ptedominantly
white neighborhoods. Sometimes the interference has been
vio lent, ,such as fi rehQmbing of a house. In other cases, uch
as the burning of a cross, the threat is more symbolic, but
nonetheless real. The burning of a cross, usually at night, is
a symbol of terror which was historically' ustadby theKu ' Klux
Klan, a white supremacist organization, to intimidate blacks.
Cross-burnings often preceded or followed lynchings or other
violence against blacks. The federal government prosecutes

dividuals who burn crosses where it can be shown that they
acted with the intent to threaten or intimidate someone.

However, the guarantee of free speech in the First
Amendment to the u. s. Constitution may be implicated in such
prosecutions. Where a house is firebombed or a person is
injured, of cour e, there are no free speech issues raised.
Such criminal activities are not protected by the First
Amendment. But with a cross-burning or other such sYmbolic
activity, the surrounding circumstances must be carefully
examined. If the cross-burning is merely the expression of
racist views, U. S courts have ruled that it is protected by the
First Amendment and may not be prosecuted. For example, in
1969, the Supreme Court held that members of the Ku Klux Klan



had a First Amendment tight to burn a cross at an isolated
location on a _farm, with only members of the Klan and a
reporter present. But where a cross is burned in front of the
house of a black fami ly and is intended to threaten or
intimidate that family so that it will move away, the First
Amendment . does not protect the action.

The Supreme Court has recently decided to review an
ordinance enacted by the city of St. Paul. Minnesota. which
makes ita crime to place on pUblic or private property a
symol (including a burning cross or a Nazi sw ka) which
could arouse racial or religious anger, alarm, or resentment.
This ordinance is broader than the federal statutes .which I
have described. since it does not require that the symo,l be
intended to threaten or intimidate those at whom it is
directed. The federal Departm nt _of Justice has not yet
determined whether it will take a position on behalf of the
Uni ted States before the Supreme Court on this case, or whether
it believes the local st. Paul ordinance is constitutional.

In April, 1990, the U. S. Congress enacted the Hate Crime
Statistics Act, which provides for th collection of
information and statistics on hate crimes nationawide. Under
previous law, federal, state, and local police departments and
agencies that routinely investigate criminal activity were
responsible for providing statistical data concerning such
crimes to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which compiles
the data and issues annual Uniform Crime Reports on behalf of
the Attorney General. The new hate crimes statute requires
that this data include separate statist cs on incidents of
vandalism, assault, arson, murder, or other crimes evidencing
prejudice based on race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or
religion. The U. S. government believes that the availability
of these new data should help increase ?,\lblicawareness of
racial, ethnic, and , religious intolerance, and will encourage
greater efforts to combat hate , crimes at the state and local
levels, complementipg our recently intensified efforts under
federal civil rights law

The Unfted States believes that action against so-called
hate crimes , is a " concrete' , if modest step which states can take
against manifestations of discrimination, intolerance, or
hatred of ethnic, religious, racial or national minorities.
The U. S. delegation to this meeting has available copies of the
1990 Hate Crimes Act which we will be happy to make available
to interested delegations. We believe that similar action 
that is, the collection and dissemination of data -- in
participating states where manifestations of such intolerance
may have been experienced would be a step forward in
fulfillment of our common commitments for the protection of the
rights of persons belonging to national minorities.
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STATEMENT BY AMBASSADOR MAX KAMPELMAN
HEAD , U. S. DELEGATION

PLENARY SESSION
GENEVA EXPERTS' MEETING ON

NATIONAL MINORITIES
MONDAY , JULY 8, 1991

IT IS MY PERCEPTION THAT WE HAVE JUST ARRIVED IN GENEVA
BUT OUR MEETING IS ALREADY ONE- THIRD . FINISHED. WE ALL
APPRECIATE THAT IT IS AN AMBITIOUS UNDERTAKING IN 

ANy CASE TOSTUDY THE OFTEN TROUBLESOME TOPIC OF MINORITIES IN THE SHORT
SPACE OF ONLY THREE WEEKS. THE CURRENT POLITICAL SENSITIVITYOF ETHNIC AND MINORITY QUESTIONS, EVIDENCED MOST DRAMATICALLY
BY THE ONGOING TRAGIC SITUATION IN YUGOSLAVIA , MAKES IT VITALFOR EUROPEAN SECURITY AND STABILITY THAT WE ADDRESS THESE
QUESTIONS SUCCESSFULLY AND DEMONSTRATE THAT CSCE IS RELEVANT TO
THIS VITAL SOURCE OF TENSION AND POTENTIAL FOR INSTABILITY AND
VIOLENCE.

WE WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY OF TODAY' S PLENARYSESSION TO OFFER MY DELEGATION'
S EVALUATION OF WHERE E ALLSTAND AT THIS MEETING TODAY , AND WHAT E MIGHT REALISTICALLYHOPE TO ACCOMPLISH DURING THE T O WEEKS REMAINING TO US.

FIRST , A FEW WORDS ABOUT SUBSIDIARY WORKING BODY B. WE
HAVE A NUMBER OF SESSIONS REMAINING OF THAT BODY DEVOTED TO A
REVIEW OF IMPL,EMENTATION OF OUR CseE COMMITMENTS WITH RESPECT
TO PERSONS BELONGING TO NATIONAL MINORITIES. THIS RELATES TO
AN EVALUATION OF WHERE THOSE COMMITMENTS MIGHT BE
STRENGTHENED. I THINK THE GENEVA MEETING WILL HAVE BEEN A
SUCCESS IF WE ARE THOROUGH AND DILIGENT IN CONDUCTING THIS
REVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION , WHICH COULD HELP US IN IDENTIFYING
AREAS AND SUBJECTS OF PARTICULAR CONCERN AND PROVIDE A
POLITICAL IMPETUS TO ADDRESS THOSE CONCERNS. MY DELEGATION
CERTAINLY HOPES TO CONTINUE A RIGOROUS REVIEW OF
IMPLEMENTATION , IN THE SPIRIT OF IDENTIFYING NOT JUST OUR
FAIL1NGS , BUT ALSO THOSE AREAS WHERE PARTICIPATING STATES HAVE
HAD PARTICULAR SUCCESS IN MEETING THE CONCERNS AND NEEDS OF
PERS ONS BELONGING TO NATIONAL MINORITIES.

NOW A FEW WORDS ABOUT IDENTIFYING AND ADOPTING NEW
COMMITMENTS. HERE THE u. S. VIEW IS A BIT MORE CAUTIOUS. THE
CONCLUDING DOCUMENT OF THE COPENHAGEN MEETING OF THE CONFERENCE
ON THE HUMAN DIMENSION CONTAINS AN EXCEPTIONALLY BROAD
PROGRAMMATIC , AND FAR- REACHING SET OF COMMITMENTS FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS OF PERSONS BELONGING TO NATIONAL
MINORITIES. WHILE MY DELEGATION WILL MAINTAIN AN OPEN MIND , IHAVE SERIOUS DOUBTS AS TO WHETHER IT IS EITHER POSSIBLE OR WISE
TO ATTEMPT TO CHANGE OR REWORD THIS FINE DOCUMENT

, EVEN IF SUCHCHANGE IS IN THE NAME OF IMPROVEMENT.



IT IS CLEAR THAT THE GENEVA MEETING OUGHT TO DEMONSTRATE
THAT THE (SeE PROCESS IS RELEVANT AND CAPABLE OF DEALING IN A
TIMELY AND EFFECTIVE FASHIONW!TH SERIOUS ISSUES WHICH THREATEN

EUROPEAN SECURITY , SUCH AS THE CURRENT ETHNIC AND MINORITY
UNREST IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE' TO DO SO, THE u.
BELIEVES THAT ONE POSITIVE STEP WHICH MIGHT BE POSSIBLE AT
GENEVA IS THE IDENTIFICATION AND ELABORATION OF A MEANS -- OR A
PROCEDURE. IF YOU LIKE - - BY WHICH THE (SCE COULD ASSIST IN TH
PEACEFUL RESOLUTION OF ETHNIC AND NATIONALITY DISPUTES. WE
MIGHT WISH TO AUGMENT OR SUPPLEMENT THE EXISTING (SeE
MECHANISM

, '

RATHER THAN CREATE AN fNTIRELY NEW BODY O PROCESS

DESIGNED SOLELY rOADDRESS NATIONAL MINORITY ISSUES. WE ARE
OPEN TO THE SUGGESTIONS OF OTHERS ON HOW BEST TO PROCEED.

Stat
S. Delega.

Mr. Chairmi:n

Just last weekend

Brooklyn, New York. Ins

IN THIS LIGHT , WE WERE PARTICULARLY GRATIFIED TO READ
PROPOSAL REMN. 1 , SUBMITTED LAST WEEK BY AUSTRIA , CYPRUS

FINLAND , LIECHTENSTEIN, MALTA , SAN MARINO, SWEDEN, SWITZERLAND
AND YUGOSLAVIA. IT ADDRESSES THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE
HUMAN DIMENSION MECHANISM. THE U. S. DELEGATION VIEWS THIS
DO(UMENTWITH INTEREST , SINCE IT IS A SERIOUS AND SUBSTANTIVE
EFFORT , AND IN OUR VIEW POINTS TO A DIRECTION WHICH THE
PARTICIPATING STATES MIGHT BE ABLE AND WILLING TO ACCEPT.

and swastikas, the perp
slogans on the smolderin

OUR SUBJECT MATTER IS VITAL. THE THREAT TO STABILITY AND
SECURITY IS REAL. WITH THE POLITICAL CHANGES THAT ARE
DRAMATICALLY ALTERING THE FACE OF EUROPE, ALL OUR PEOPLES LOOK
TO THE CSCE WITH HOPE THAT OUR PROCESS CAN HELP OVERCOME THE
EMERGING- AND DISTUR8ING MINORITY PROBLEMS TO PRESERVE AND
ENSURE EUROPEAN COOPERATION AND SECURITY. AN INADEQUATE
RESPONSE WOULD BE DISAPPOINTING. IT WOULD RISK BRINGING CSCE

FROM THE HEIGHTS OF HOPE TO THE DEPTHS OF IRRELEVANCY. WE LOOK
FORWARD TOWARD A POSITIVE, SU STANTIVE ACHIEVEMENT AT THIS
MEETING.
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Mr. Chairman,

Just last weekend, vandals set abl,
aze a synagogue in

Brooklyn, New York. Instead of the usual anti-Semitic graffiti
and swastikas, the perpetrators left Satanic symbols and

slogans on the smoldering walls of the synagogue.

representative of the Mayor s office quickly arrived at the

scene to denounce this crime as an outrage to society
s values.

There was a certain perverse appropriateness in those

Satanic images on a damaged Jewish house of worship.
For

hatred of Jews has been devilishly persistent and diabqlically

widespread through the ages and especially in the twentieth

cent ury. Anti-Semitism has been unholy in its impact--
not only

for Jews, but by poison ng the minds of non-Jews.

Individuals or groups who hate Jews--
or other minorities--

can be found in any society. But it is primarily the

willingness of governments to inhibit their pernicious

activities that concerns us here today.
The United States does

not believe in restricting the right of free speech, protecting

constitutionally even the propagation of views we and most

people consider hateful. But governments can curb

anti-Semitism, not only by prosecuting the criminal acts it



inspires but by loudly condemning the sentiment i
self. ;:he

participating states of the CSCE specifically obligated

themselves to do so in Copenhagen and again in paris.

In practice, however, the record is mixed.
Romania for

example has recently dedicated a memorial to Romanian Jews

slaughtered during world War II, but its parliament had

previously rehabilitated Marshall Ion AntonesCU, the wartime

dictator who supervised anti-Jewish pogroms and massacres.

In the USSR, the long-awaited loosening of central controls

over society has unleashed many anti-
Semitic groUps and

newspapers associated with official organizations, such as

writer s unions. But even more ominous is the continuing

anti-Semitism of Soviet officials and organs, such as the
printing by a publication of the Ministry of Defense of the

protocols of the Elders of zion
and Adolf Hitler Mein Kampf.

communist forces and candidates iri 
elections have ttied to

discredit reform and reformers by linking them to Jews.

only

one person to our knowledge has been tried on charges 0 

violating soviet laws against inciting ethnic animosities,

while there are many r
ported instances of harassment of Jews

which have gone uninves
igated and unpunished. The Soviet

leadership somehow appears re
luctant to condemn anti-Semitism

unequi vocally and publicly.

BY contrast, the Baltic states 

condemned

anti-Semitism, and some republic leaderships have disassociated
themselves from the doctrine and its purveyors.

It is this

signal from the top that can be 50 influential in molding

public opinion and creating standards of what is acceptable and

what is not in mainstream society.
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to Romanian Jews
countries I cited above.

But it is particularly troubling 

parliament had

onescu, the wartime

societies undergoing transition, since anti-Semitism has

historically been linked with the forces of reaction.
Its

ms and massacres.

ng of central controls

entry into the Political arena in these unsettled times bodes

ill for lasting, fundamental reform and democratization.
It is

tic groUps and
precisely because anti-democratic forces have attacked

lizations, such as

5 the continuing

democracy and freedom of opportunitY--including economic

opportunitY--by labeling them as w Jewish or wpro-JewiShw that

lans, such as the

of Defense of the

E Hitler Mein Kampf

pOlitical leaders who truly value democracy should take a

pUblic stand. Supporting tolerance and denouncing

anti-Semitism and other forms of ethnic and national hatred

lons have tried to
means validating the concepts of democracy enshrined in the

3" them to Jews.

ed on charges of

thnic animosities,

Only CSCE--concepts which gUide all participating states and any

prospective members.

We should not be restrained from speaking out because of

of harassment of Jews
our awareness of the antiqUity and persistence of anti-Semitism

ished. The soviet and the fear of embarking on a hopeless quest.
The

condemn anti-Semitism marginalization of hate-mongers and the diminution of their

political influence are goals well worth striving for.
We in

condemned the United States believe our history is testament to that

isassociated.hips have
belief. The common values proclaimed by signers of the Final

:-veyors. It is this Act and its principles offer hope that the CSCE can promote the

ential in molding

f what is acceptable and

eradication of an ancient evil from the New World Order.
This

issue , Mr. Chairman, is a litmus test of our generation

civilization.
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Mr. Chairman, in the 1990 U.
S. census afour populati

, there

was a dramatic increase in the number of Native Americans. This
increase could not be explained simply by demographic statistics
such as birth rates or life expectancy, and some of the greatest
percentage increases occurred in states where the Native American
populati is relativelY small. Researchers found that a major
factor producing this result was a growing pr 

ide in American Indian

heritage. More and 
mote s. citizens, some of whom may have

previously worried about discriminatio
, today are willing to

declare themselves for the purposes of the censUS as Native
Americans.

I mention this here today in order to make the point that
national or ethnic identity is, first and foremost, an expressi
statement of individual self-

identificatio . self- identificati
important to everyone, but it is perhaps most important to those who
belong to a minority group. Some may wish to assimilate themselves
into the customs, language and appearance of the majority
population, while others may want to retain their own minority
culture in every aspect of their life. But the choice should betheirs. 

n the United st
org zations ever
rac al or ethnic ider
and e cally, based
to b ng their conce!
part es rather than j
calculate that theymanner. 

This fact was recognized by the part
icipating States in the

copenhagen document, which states that: -
To belong to a national

minority is a matter of a person
s individual choice and no

disadvantage may arise from the exercise of such choice.

- Thus,

each individual,. regardless of which state they are a citizen,
should have the right to choose whatever national or ethnic groUp
they wish as the one with which they identify themselves, and should
not be discriminated against as a result. States which do not honor
this right should think again.

Moreover, if individuals happen to declare themselves to
the same ' natiOnAl identity and wish to establish 

and maintain

own educational, cultural and religious institutions, or to
establish or maintain unimpeded contacts across 

frorftiers with

others who may share a common ethnic or national origin, these
rights are also found in the copenhagen document, and the
participating States have therefore pledged to respect them as

be of
their

. We see ethnical)
n the frameworK
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Respect for the rights of members of national minorities has
improved markedly. in recent years, as sometimes brutal campaigns of
forced assimilation have been brought to an end. still, the right
of individuals to designate or express their national or ethnic
identity, alone or collectively, is even noW not universally and
fully recognized by some CSCE States.
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For example, the' Bulgarian Constitution has banned the
registration of political parties or movements formed along ethnic
lines, which could limit the activities of the Movement for Rights
and Freedoms which was formed by representatives of the Turkish
minority, and groups formed by other minorities as well. We
understand that a new constitutions has just passed the BUlgarian
parliament, and we would certainly hope that this restrictive
provision has not been retained.

In Romania, language was recently removed from- the draft
constitution that would have prohibited political parties - founded
exclusively on ethnic, religious or language criteria. . We hope
that the adopted version of the constitution does not include this
language.

In the United States, we permit individuals to form groups and
organizations - even political parties if they wish -- based on
racial or ethnic identity. We have, in fact, a plethora of racially
and ethnically based citizens organizations, which typically prefer
to bring their concerns directly to the broadly based political
parties rather than field candidates of their own. They evidently
calculate that they can better maintain their influence in this
manner.

We see ethnically based parties which are willing to function
within the framework of a pluralistic democracy, as being consistent
with C5CE values and principles. Specifically, such parties would
seem to us to be consistent with the Copenhagencommitmertts
regarding - the right of individuals and groups to establish, in full
freedom, their own political parties... and provide such...
parties... with the necessary legal guarantees to enable them to
compete with each other on a basis of equal treatment before the law
and by the authorities.

We hope, in light of these provisions, that the provincial and
local elections in th Serbian republic of Yugoslavia, to which the
Yugoslav delegate referred in Monday s plenary, will allow all
political parties to participate equally -- and without condition --
in a free and fair election process regardless of any ethnic
affiliation they may have.

rmit me to stress again, Mr. Chairman, the importance of
citiz ns being able to proclaim their own national identity as
individuals or with others in groups, organizations and associations
-- even political parties 

-- 

if they wish to do so. Freedoms of
choice and association make it possible for concerns regarding
national minorities to be addressed and channeled effectively into
the democratic political process. Restrictions or denial of such
freedoms would, in contrast, serve to alienate citizens from the
democratic process and perhaps encourage them to pursue their
grievances outside of that process. And that, Mr. Chairman, works
to the interests of no one.
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measures to protect
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result of their caci,delegatio follows the delegation of Yugoslavia this 

orning,

and that we both address the same problem.
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association and emphasis persuade this assem?ly that CSCE can
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Madame Chairman, in April of this year, a grocery store

owner in the town of St. Anthony,
in our state of Minnesota,

threw out a group of Bulgarian members of Parliament and

journalists who were visiting his store.
The owner, concerned

about shoplifters, thought that they .
looked like gypsies . and

became suspicio
According to the 0. 5. State Department

interpreter who was accompanying the Bulgarians, t
e store

owner said, put everything down and leave.
We don t want your

study with interest t

rights of Rama.
kind of people in this store.

Madame Chairman, this incident, which took place in' 
my own

In the societies

Europe, intolerance a
country, betrays a popular prejudice against Roma which exists

in many countries.
There are Roma communities in many of the A recent comparative:

Federal Republic, Hunt
states represented at this table, and recently, in a number of

these countries, this prejudice has taken a violent turn.

an era that holds so much hope for so many, Roma often continue

the head of our delegi

American Jewish commit

to be victims of discrimination and even crimes of hate.

Yet

unlike many of the minorities we have already discussed at this

surveyed openly admit!

Roma move into their!



meeting, Rama have- no homeland or government to advocate their

ior. in EurQ
linoritleS

rights. They are totally dependent on the states in which they

reside for protection.

In the Copenhagen Document, we committed ourselves to take

measures to protect persons or groups who may be subject to

18 United States

via this orning,
threats or acts of discrimination, hostility or violence as a

result of their racial, ethnic, cultural, linguistic or

May this

lY that CSCE can

religious identity, and to protect their property. Thi3

provision has a particular relevance to Rama.

uctively with that Unfortunately, Madame Chairman, we still have far to go.

And it is my belief that in many instances, prejudice against

, a grocery store

ate of Minnesota,

Rama stems from ignorance and misperceptions about their

existence and culture. In that regard, I believe the very

?arliament and

rhe owner, concerned

acknowledgement at this meeting of Roma communities in our

states has been a positive development. And it demonstrates

d like gypsies . and the appropriateness of sharing our experiences in the hopes of

State Department better addressing minority problems. We welcome the remarks of

r ians, the sto re

We don t want your

the distinguished delegate of Yugoslavia this morning, and will

study with interest the proposal submitted by Yugoslavia on the

rights of Roma.

took place in my own

1st Roma which exists

In the societies undergoing transition in East Central

ties in many of the

!ntly, in a number of

Europe, into lerance against Rama has taken a var iety a f fa ems.

A recent comparative survey conducted in the Czech and Slovak

a violent turn.
Federal Republic, Hungary, and Poland for Freedom House (which

the head of our delegation has the honor to chair) and the

y, 

Roma often continue American Jewish Committee found that nearly 80% of those

crimes of hate. Yet
surveyed openly admitted that they would prefer not to have any

eady discussed at this Roma move into their neighborhoods. In Bulgaria, many Roma



live in districts where community services are inferior to

those provided in Bulgarian districts. Skinhead groups in 

Czech and Slovak Federal Republic and Hungary have attacked

Rama people in several incidents. Assaults against Rama have

also taken place in Poland and Romania.

Earlier this week, the distinguished delegate from Hungary

very candidly discussed the plight of Rama in his country.

described the degree to which economic problems in general have

affected the Rama community in particular r and the need to deal

with that problem. He also pointed out that it is possible to

have a situation in which nondiscrimination is an official

principle, yet popular discrimination is a social reality.

We all realize that it will take time to change popular

attitudes in all of our countries. Yet my delegation believes,

Madame Chairman, that when discrimination is exploding in

violence, we have no time. In such instances, as the

representati from the Netherlands remarked on Monday,

proclamations of nondiscrimination are not enough.
The

forceful condemnation of such violence, the active promotion of

tolerance, and the equitable administration of justice are the

obligations of responsible governments.

This is particularly important where popular notions of

justice threaten to undermine basic concepts of law

enforcement. For in many countries, Roma are popularly

stereotyped as deviant members of society, and in some, Roma

may be publicly perceived as a criminal class -- a social

category rather than an ethnic minority.
Occasionally, acts of

violence against Roma a

especially in cases whe

to have committed crime

separate incidents, dozl

arsonists following sta
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are inferior to

inhead groups in 

violence against Roma are tacitly viewed as justified,

especially in cases where members of a Roma community are known

ary have attacked to have committed crimes. In Romania, for example, in two

s against Raffa have separate incidents, dozens of Roma houses were destroyed by

arsonists following stabbings committed by individual aoms.

delegate from Hungary

in his country.

the aftermath, some journalists and local officials quite

openly voiced sympathy with the community I s ant i-Roma

blems in general have sent iments. We welcome the information circulated by the

and the need to deal Romanian delegation regarding these incidents, and are pleased

at it is possible to to note that investigations are underway.

n is an 0 fficial Madame Chairman, crimes committed by Roma, or any other

social reality.

enough. The

individuals, should be punished to the fullest extent of the

to change popular law. Democracy assumes civic responsibility, as well as

delegation believes, guaranteeing rights. But mob justice, by definition, has no

is exploding in place in societies governed by the rule of law. Spontaneous
:es, as the aggression in the name of justice can only undermine progress

:!d on Monday, toward that goal.

Earlier this week, my delegation discussed anti-semitism.

active promotion of We suggested that governments can curb anti-semitism, not only

by prosecuting the criminal acts it inspires, but by loudlyof justice are the

?opular notions of

condemning the sentiment itself. The same hol-ds true for
prejudice against Rama. Leadership demands a bold and

:s of law consistent demonstration of beliefs, especially when they are

ue popular controversial. Leadership demands setting a clear standard for

and in some, Roma others. Having progressed to the point of recognizing Roma

:lSS -- a social

Jccasionally, acts 0 f
communities in our countries, let us act to protect their

rights.
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Mr. Chairman,

Today I would like to remark briefly on education as it applies
to individuals belonging to a national minority. Education is, of
course, important to everyone in society -- minority and majorityalike. It is a critical means for advancement in society and for
improving one s standard of living. It is also a crucial aspect of
personal self-fulfillment.

The importance of education, however, has brought with it an
understandable trend toward standardization. Governments wish to
ensure that children learn what they need to know in a modern
world. This serves an important educational function but also
brings a degree of assimilation into the mainstream of society. The
challenge is to make certain that States do not abuse education by
turning it into a tool for forced assimilation. This challenge is
particularly sensitive when two or more distinct national or ethnic
groups are to be educated within the educational system of one
country.

We all appreciate that education is of critical importance to
minorities seeking to maintain, provide greater understanding of,
and promote their own cUltures, including the preservation of their
own language.

These factors explain why, beginning with the Helsinki Final
Act, education of members of national minorities has been a concern
in CSCE. The Vienna Concluding Document, for ex ple, committed the
participating States to ensure that persons belonging to national
minorities or regional cultures can give and receive instruction in
their own culture, including instruction through parental

nsmission to their own children of language, religion and
cultural identity. The Copenhagen document went further by
affirming the rights of persons belonging to national minorities to
establish and maintain their own educational institutions,
organizations and associations. The participating States also said
that they would endeavor to ensure that people belonging to national
minorities have adequate opportunities for instruction of or in
their mother tongue.

The way in which a participating State implements these
commitments varies according to specific circumstances. The
population of the United States, for example, includes people,
scattered and intermingled throughout the country, representing a
wide variety of nationalities or ethnic groups from all around the

(91)



world. This has made public education as it relates to minorities

in the united States unique in many respects and a field for
considerable experiment and debate. An example of this is the
current debate over what American educators commonly call
multi-culturalism - -- the teaching of history from the perspective
of different ethnic and racial groups.

Education in the United States is controlled at the state and
local levels and not by the Federal Government. Our school
districts adopt programs which they believe serve their specific
needs. All school districts must, however, meet the goal of
providing equal educational opportunity to all students. The a.
Federal Government does provide some funding for education through a
voluntary Bilingual Education Program, most of which goes to prepare
non-English speaking students to enter mainstream English- language
classes. In other words, the purpose of such education is to place
non-native English speakers in a position of equality -- not to
protect linguistic identity 

In addition, and perhaps most relevant to CSCE provisions,
minority groups in the United States can and often do establish
their own, private, supplemental school programs, where they can
seek to improve the minority-language skills of their children as
well as to provide classes on the his ory and culture of the
minority group.

The political changes which began in the Soviet Union and
especially in East-Central Europe in the late 1980' s have allowed

the concerns of nationalities and minority groups to be addressed.
Often threatened with involuntary assimilation and having m ny of
their educational institutions closed against their will in the
past, more members of the many ethnic groups which have inhabited
the region as distinct groups for centuries can now send their
children to schools where classes are held in their native
languages. To an increasing extent, associations and organizations
formed by representatives of a particular minority group can now
also teach the language, heritage and culture of the group, without
fear of persecution or harassment by the authorities.

Take, for example, the situation in the Soviet Qnion. In the
past, the centrally controlled educational system favored the
Russian-language at the expense of all other languages, and history
texts minimized or passed over in silence the historical and
cultural achievements of nationalities and minorities, to glorify
communism and praise the Russian contribution to the civilization of
non-Russian peoples. Today, the non-Russian republics have much
more leeway to expand native-language instruction and to write their
history from their own perspective.

In East-Central Europe, significant progress has also taken
place in countries where major difficulties were still encountered
only only one or two years ago. This is particularly true of
Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia and to an extent of Romania as well.
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Frequently, however, representatives of minority groups in these
countries assert that their concerns regarding education have yet to
be fully met and that some new policies may be detrimental to their
interests.

Differences regarding education are not the root cause for
current ethnic conflicts in these countries, but, given the
importance and sensitivities which surround the education of
minorities, addressing minority concerns in this respect fairly and
on an ongoing basis can help significantly in the reduction of
tensions between majority and minority groups.

In Yugoslavia, we find the problem of minority education to be
a more serious one. The situation there, of course, varies from
republic to republic within the country and, to an extent, even
within a republic. Only a few years ago, the educational situation
for Albanians in Kosovo was relatively good, as the delegate of
Yugoslavia has already asserted. Unfortunately, in parallel with
the general deterioration in the human rights situation in Kosovo,
today many Albanian- language schools have been forced to close due
to the imposition of a Serbian-oriented curriculum, which ethnic
Albanian teachers do not want to use. In addition, some slots that
have been reserved at the University of Pristina for ethnic Serbs
and Montenegrins have gone unfilled, while additional Albanian
applications for study were nevertheless rejected. The increased
representation of the Albanian minority in the multi-party assembly
of the neighboring republic of Macedonia had created hopes that the
educational concerns of that minority might be better addressed, but
instead, it seems that whatever Albanian-language sChooling has
existed so far is being curtailed.

Finally, we hope that Albania I s membership in CSCE and the
process of democratization in that country will lead to an improved
situation for the education of the Greek and other minorities who
live there.

In conclusion, with few exceptions, the picture has
significantly improved regarding minority concerns about education.
We hope that the same increased concern of CSCE States for the
rights of members of national minorites which led to agreement to
convene this meeting willalsQl!anifest itself in a greater
willingness at home to hear the concerns and complaints of minority
groups regarding educational matters, and to address them as
appropriate and necessary Doing this now may help to prevent
larger problems from arising in the future.
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Mr. Chairman:

We are at the end of our sessions here in Geneva. began

our meeting on July 1 conscious of the storm clouds of violence

in Yugoslavia that hung over our proceedings. has clear ly

affected our work.

Our task was to address the status of national minorities

in our midst, fully aware that the tensions surrounding that

issue presented the most serious existing challenge to security

and stabi lity in Europe. Our deliberations in Copenhagen last

June had produced one of the most far-reaching documents in

modern international human rights co mitments. pro foundIts

significance our assignl!ent was in the assertio n that the

protection of minority rights was an indispensable prerequisite

for cooperation, and could best be attained throughEuropean

the establishment of democracy in all our states. Respect for
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ching documents in

Its pro found

assertio that the

nsable prerequisite
e attained through

ates. Re spect for

individual rightshuman t hro ugh free elections, political
pluralism, and the rule of law important on their own me r its

for European Security and Cooperation were integral parts of

that protection. delegationOur this meetingcame

determined to identify where we could go beyond Copenhagen and

what we could do to strengthen and implement the Copenhagen

commi tments. We were conscious that we only had a few days in

which to address these vital questions.

Today, after only 14 scheduled working days and nights and

endless ho ur s deliberation, we stand with a document in

hand. We welcome its unanimous adoption at this meeting with

pro found sense of appreciation for the constructive efforts of

each and everyone of us. have here Europeseen

cooperatively and successfully at work.

This moment must not pass without acknowledgment of the

heroically strenuous efforts of the Swiss delegation, headed

our coordinator, We have allAmbassador Jean-Pierre Ritter.

been impressed by the immense patience and perseverance of this
highly-skilled delegation, which took a myriad of proposals and

forged them into a document which required face and

discuss full details the ramifications of our topic, thus

making it possible for us ultimately to achieve consensus.



delegation also shes express appreciation tot he

government of Switzerland for performing
efficiently and

We built onCopenhc

shameful issues of di
and Jews out of the dargraciously thei r role as host. I particularly note the war

and gracious spirit of Ambassador Franz Birrer,
our Executive daylight of recognitio

Secretary. The facilities made available to us were excellent, attention by all of Our

not only for our delegates, but for the press and for

representatives of the non-governmental organizations as well. We regrettably orc

procedure which will

All our delegations faced our responsibilities honestly, hopes we halle set forth

openly, and directly. The troublesome issue the Baltic our September meeti

its good offices proposStates desire to regain their independence was discussed in

this official forum and in corridors. Our delegation and

o t he r s suppo rted that aspiration and expressed the hope that Our delegation disc'

through peaceful dialogue and negotiation with the Soviet how we are attempt

Union, the States Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia could problems through our

someday Join as full participants in CSCE. decisions, and admini:

discussed our own develc

We discussed the troublesome problems faced
Hungarians

Romania; the unsatisfactory treatment of Albanians in The United states

Kosovo; the hopefu+ developments for the condition
Turkish principle

Mad son.

established

people in Bulgaria. We explained conditions in many of our own His idea was t

countries, occasion refreshingly acknowledging

shortcomings. For all of us, a review of how the copenhagen

in which the authority
local authority. This 

document was being implemented was integral to the success 0 the rights in'

our process. My own delegation did so with specificity.



at ion to the We built on Copenhagen and took the distasteful and

efficiently and shame ful issues of discrimination and prejudice against Rama

ly note the war and Jews out of the dark closet silence and into the
our Executive daylight of recognition, so that they can receive constructive

us were excellent, attention by all of our states.

ess and for

zations as well. We regrettably did not fulfill our task fo r ge

procedure which will permit CSCE to implement the plans and

lities honestly, hopes we have set forth in words. We intend to do so in Moscow

the Baltic our September meeting. Our delegation intends to introduce

was discussed in its good offices proposal which was so well received here.

delegation and

ed the hope that Our delegation discussed racism in our own country, as well

it io n Turkish

how we are attempting to deal with it and related minorityith the soviet

nd Latvia could problems through our Constitution, statutes, judicial
decisions, and administrative practices. In that context, we

discussed our own developing version of federalism.

Hungarians

of Albanians in The United States has historically been guided

principle established one of our first Presidents, James

in many of our own Mad son . His idea was that of the - extended republic, - a state
Icknowledg ing which the authority to govern is shared between central and

the copenhagen local authority. This sharing of laws and administration basrd
to the success 0 the rights individuals tends to soften the clash of

:ipecificity.



interests. I suggest that this example is worthy of emulation accept. that
othe rs. This is particularly true in this era of complex

international relationships where fragmentation can become

fulfill our

truth that,
:"C

formula for economic disaster.

the
Mr. Chairman, the people and government of the U. S. are incongruity I

convinced that freedom works. We must not permit our 1/15ioo peoples wit:

freedom be distorted by immediate and short-term outbreaks reflect the.
of irrationality. Photographers tell us that there is a narrow yesterday.

focus of the camera that shows a form of reality that is close moving tqwar(

up and detailed. It is real, but there is a difference between reb ldil1

rights, demp'that reality and that of the wide angle focus that shows

perspective, relationships, and a comprehensive view the

who le. The na r row focus, I suggest, is absent perspective. r am CO

And those of us who have assumed the responsibility disputes car

governing must be guided by broad perspective. growing democ

preservation

The brilliant French historian, Alexis de Tocqueville, who transition th

wrote so incisively about American democracy, noted his catch

introduction that saw democracy as being part of a world science, tech

historic development oward greater freedom and equality. dual

. ,')'\

Development is not always smooth or direct. At any moment, the human beings

flash of the camera may capture the narrow focus, the temporary whatever Ian

blemish. But would be an egregious error of judgment to second benefi

individuals
otherwise lac1
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Let that connection, Mr. Chairman, say that in my

country, assimilation is not a bad word. Indeed, in many ways

integral why we have developed andpart

at rengthened our 5el ves. Forced assimilation bad.

that must respect the rights of personsstatesbelieve
peoplebelonging to minorities, not necessarily encourage

tied identifications that they may freely wish toremain

separate themselves from.

Let me not leave this subject of minorities cIa 5e

final contribution to this meeting without saying a word about

a related concept which being increasingly noted

international dialogue. refer the principle of

self-determination of peoples. In this brief intervention,

simply want to inject the notation for further consideration

and discussion that the right of self-determination does not

include within it the right of secession for minority groups

within a State. They are separate issues. The framers of the

concept within Helsinki Final Act had no intention ofthe

legitimizing actions which could lead to the destabilization

Europe. Indeed, Helsinki Final Act emphasized thethe

stability that comes from re spe ct existing boundaries.

The re states within the CSCE which provide in their lawsare

for the right of secession for sub-state entities. That is for

them to decide

requiring borl

peacefully and
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" say that in my
them to decide. Now tensions may arise conditions change

,ed, in many ways
requiring bo r de r adj ustments. These can be aetermined

'eveloped and
peacefully and by negotiation. There mayor may not be a ::ase

bad.
made for the secession of a particular group from a

ts of persons
state, but that result is not guaranteed the right

self-determinat ion. can only be achieved by dialogue and
rage peep Ie

negotiation and peaceful agreement.
.y freely wish to

Mr. Chairman, I close by recalling that our meeting was not

mandated the regular course of events by the Vienna

close
concluding Document. It was added to the CSCE schedule by our

ying a word about Heads State in Paris almost two years later. During the
noted

interval, our mood shifted from euphoria after the fall of the
principle of Berlin Wall to a somber realization that resurgent nationalism

f intervention, and old animosities might well again spli t continent
:er consideration thought finally reunited the end of the Cold War. The

lation does not eruption of irtter-ethnic violence brought back unpleasant

minority groups memor ies of an age not forgotten, but, we hoped, overcome.

e framers of tbe were called back to help deal with that problem.

no intention 0 f

lestabilization With the successful completion of our work in Geneva, Me.

:mphasized the Chairman, we have fulfilled the task assigned us to choose the

boundaries. path of rational discourse and the constructive cooperative

de in thei r laws search for solutions. That is the path to full democracy and

ies. That is for full participation in the earthly blessings for all our

people.
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Statement
Dennis Deconcini

Hearing
Geneva Meeting on National Minorities

and Moscow Meeting on the Human Dimension
July 31, /991

For examole:

In the Soviet Union.
Baltics. Just this '

';'

an attack on a L

L"'1 me join the Chairman in welcoming our distinguished witness , Ambassador Max
KampeJman, whose long involvement in the CSCE process and experience in multilateral
negotiations was a key factor in the adoption of a final document at the Geneva Meeting.
Ambassador KampeJrnan wHl be leading the U.S. Delegation to the Moscow Human
Dimension Meeting and the Commission looks forward to working with him closely in
preparing for this important meeting.

Outstanding hUlpan

in agreemg to the ' i

resolve ?utSt,mdihg ,
meeting. Two-ai1d

I would like to focus my opening statement on an area that I feel has been
somewhat neglected within the CSCE as of late. Amidst the euphoria of the last few
years , grounded as it is in the rapid lessening of East-West tensions and the general
improvements in human rights, it is perhaps all too easy to lose sight of the problems that
persist.

And just receritly, WI
fee for a foreign trB

visas to 200 rubles
calls upon the CSCI
in relation to the a,
that the average me

The CSCE is a community of states with the common purpose of achieving and
maintaining lasting peace and stabilty. The pursuit of these goals is rooted in respect for
fundamental human rights, the rule of law, democracy and self-determjnation. Without
these, peace and stability are ultimately rendered meaningless. We have made progress -
. some might even say unbelievable progress -- within the CSCE over the course of the Jast
few years. But we must not let the progress made to date mute an essential element of
the work of the CSCE, which is to focus on the difficult issues that remain. These are the
problems that, even now, act as barriers among states as well as barriers within states.

Can CSCE in good
Arenians in Azerb:
and beatings?; other
on the hotel room of
where Khmara s sup

Problems continue in othel

The strength of the CSCE has been the ability to squarely, honestly and publicly
address issues concerning compliance. This strength has not rested in putting difficuJt
issues aside, or in leaving them exclusively to the preserve of quiet diplomacy, but in

constructively voicing concerns during implementation reviews at CSCE meetings. CSCE'
vitality has been the international political pressure it has brought to bear on participating
states to honor their CSCE commHments.

In Yugoslavja, we
Albanians in Kosovc
in Macedonia. Thes,
people in Yugoslavi,

future political framt

It is tempting now to refrain froni raising, violations publicly at CSCE -meetings
especially in light of the progress that all of us have witnessed. However, just as the
participating States should welcome and encourage the very real improvements in
implementation, so should we address directly the persistent problems blocking the ongoing
path to genuine stability.

In Romania, the 1
individuals, which thi

In Turkey, although

and recent anti-terro)
prove to be even me

:.)
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For examnle:

ties
nension

In the Soviet Union, Interior Ministry troops continue to attack customs posts in the
Baltics. Just this very morning, at least six Lithuanians were reported killed during
an attack on a Lithuanian customs outpost on the Byelorussian border;

d witness , Ambassador Max
Id experience in multilateral
lent at the Geneva Meeting.
on to the Moscow Human
working with him closely in

Outstanding human contacts cases, including longwtenn refusenik cases, stil exist:
in agreeing to the Vienna Concluding Document the Soviet Union committed to
resolve outstanding human contacts cases within six months of the conclusion of that
meeting. Two-and-a-half years later, at least 50 of these cases remain unresolved;

area that I feel has been

he euphoria of the last few
t tensions and the general

)e sight of the problems that

And just recently, we learned that the Soviet Cabinet of Ministers has increased the
fee for a foreign travel passport from 200 rubles to 1 000 rubles and doubled exit
visas to 200 rubles, in contravention of the Madrid Concluding Document, which
calls upon the CSCE states to bring emigration related fees to ".. a moderate level
in relation to the average monthly income in the respective State." I would note
that the average monthly wage in the Soviet Union is about 370 rubles;

n purpose of achieving and

oals is rooted in respect for
)elf-determination. Without
i. We have made progress -
'E over the course of the last
.lute an essential element of
that remain. These are the

I as barriers within states.

Can CSCE in good conscience remain silent when violent actions continue against
Armenians in Azerbaidzhan by Soviet special forces , including expulsions , abductions
and beatings?; other Soviet Internal Ministry troop actions include the recent assault
on the hotel room of Ukrainian People s Deputy Stepan Khmara in downtown Kiev
where Khmara s supporters were brutally beaten.

Problems continue in other CSCE states as well:

arely, honestly and publicly

It rested in putting difficult
of quiet diplomacy, but in

at CSCE meetings. CSCE'
19bt to bear on participating

In Yugoslavia, we cannot remain silent regarding the ruthless repression of
Albanians in Kosovo and cIear signs of increasing discrimination against Albanians
in Macedonia. These violations give us serious cause for concern. The rights of all
people in Yugoslavia must be equaJIy and fully protected, regardless of what the
future political framework of that country may be;

publicly at CSCEmeetings
ssed. However, just as the
very real improvements . in

oblems blocking the ongoing

In Romania, the apparent continuation of harassment and intimidation of
individuals, which the government seems unwiJIing or unable to prevent;

In Turkey, although a solid friend and ally, serious human rights problems persist
and recent anti-terror legislation which was heralded as advancing human rights may
prove to be even more restrictive than previous Jaws;
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No signatory state is without its shortcomings; none have attained the ideals

envisioned in the Helsinki Final Act. In our own nation, for instance, even with our highly

developed human rights protection mechanisms, the recent focus on police brutality reveals

that thousands of complaints are leveled against police officials every year.

31 July 1991

Sen

The success of Moscow and future CSCE meetings depends on our ability to
address problems that threaten to thwart the fulfilment by all participating states of their
CSCE commitments and undermine their goals of peace and security. In order to come to
terms with the realities of the new Europe, we need to confront existing. problems in a

straightforward manner as well as confront rapidly emerging issues such as self-

determination. To do so , recognizing shortcomings as well as the substantial progress that

has been made, we stand the best chance of overcoming these problems and ensuring
that the CSCE process continues to move forward.
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have attained the ideals
tance, even with our highly
:; on police brutality reveals
) every year.

31 July 1991

Senator Alfonse D' Amato

opening Statement

jepends on our ability to
participating states of their
curity. In order to come to
ant existing problems in a
ging issues such as se1f

l1e substantial progress that
:se problems and ensuring

CSCE Hea ing on the Geneva Meeting and

the Moscow Human Dimeqsion Meeting

Mt: Chai rman:

1 want to commend you and ou distinguished Co-Chairman

for scheduling today s hearing to review the results of the

just concluded Geneva Meeting of Experts on National

Mino itie$ and to preview the. forthcoming Moscow Human

Dimension Meeting. I am particula ly pleased to see

Amassador Kampelman, our old friend and colleague, appearing

before us again to p e6ent the results of the Geneva meeting.

The issue of national minorities, and the question of

how the issue will be resolved in states anging from the

Soviet Union to yugoslavia, Romania, and even Turkey, has

resumed its old prominence as a threa t to peace. Deciding

what rights national winori ties have and how they may be

exercised can be a path toward realization of the full

spectrum of human rights we' ve worked so har through the

Helsinki ProceSS to achieve and dvance, or it can be a path

toward internal violence and bloodshed and an invitation to

both civil and international war.
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Geneva meeting at a critical time. As the CSCE delegations

way to go beforeatta

in the human rights are,
Amassador Kampelman headed the U. s. delegation to the

e meeting, minorities in Yugoslavia were, as they still
Commission' s Chairmanal

their respective futures. In the Soviet union, national

detailed letter to the 

meeting setting forth e:
are, shooting at each other and talking to each other about

minorities in the Baltics and the Caucasus were driving for
the Soviets to -meet COI1j

attempted to blunt these drives. Runga ians in Romania and

non-gov-ernmental " gan
shows the depths of our

independence while KGB and Interior Minist y forces

rd$ in Turkey among many otber national minorities in

various CSCE countries, were seeking better to define their

this meeting.

place in thei r respective societies. In addition, Soviet

and other restive areas

While the results of Geneva did not epresent a great sincerity of some qfth.

that they still don r t uradvance over the Copenhagen co cludinq document, nonetheless.

Geneva was a success for achievement of even limited
word on human rights eVE

advances. I look forwa d to hearing Ambassador KampeLman

report on what happened at Geneva and what he expects to see Some long-term ref

happen in Moscow.
fact, the old problems 

allow persons who haven 

Clearly, the oscow Human Dimension meeting will be more service obligations to 1

important than even we thought it would be when it was

mandated at the end of the vienna Re iew Meeting change has I understand thepx

been rapid and wide-spread in the Soviet Union.
leaders face. They are.

ths best routes to solvj

But it is clea that the oviet Union, while it appears

substantially to have met the equirements the u. s. set fo

agreements the Soviets b

member states. It is CI

for participation in the MoScOW meeting, has a significant
that even in the deepest
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elegation to the
way to go before attaining n acceptable level of performance

t, as

CSCE delegations

they still

in the human rights area. The mere fact that the

commission s Ch irman and Co-Chairman were fo ced to write a

don, national

detailed letter to the Executive Secretary of tne Moscow

meeting setting forth explicitly the requirements we expect

each other about

were driving fo!
the Soviets to meet concerning the reception and treatment of

IS in Romania and

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and private individuals

shows the depths of our concerns about the arrangements for

:ry forces

minorities in this meetin

; to define their

t he expects to see

In addition, Soviet conduct in the Baltics, the CauCUSUs

and other restive areas raises real questions about the

present a great
sincerity of some qf their human rights promises It appears

ent, nonetheless 
that they still don' t understand . that they must keep their

word on human rights even when it' s not convenient.
en limited

sado r Kampe Iman ' 

Some long-term refusnik cases remain unresolved.

fact the old problems with state secrets and refusal to

allow persons who haven t met their compulsory military

eeting will be more
service obligations to leave still persist.

when it was

eeting. change has
I understand the problems the soviet union anQ its

nian. leaders face. They are undeniably great. However, one of

., while it appears

the best routes to solving these problems is charted by the

agreements the soviets have signed with their fellow CSCE-

; the u. s. set fo membe states. It is critical for the Soviets to realize

Las a significant
that even in the deepest despair and difficulty, they must
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continue to respect human rights. If they don't, if they JOHN E()\I
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for- the Soviet Congressman John Edward Porter

before the

Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe

Wednesday, July 31, 1991

It is a pleasure to be here tNlay to discuss the Geneva Meeting on National Minorities
held this past June and the upcoming Conference on the Human Dimension to be held in
Moscow this September. I commend Ambassador Max Kampelman for his outstanding
work representing the United States at these meetings and at his continuing efforts to keep
human rights a focal point at the Commssion on Security and Cooperation in Europe
meetings.

I understand that many critical issues were discussed at the Geneva meeting including
issues surrounding Hungarans in Romania, Turks in Bulgara, the independence movement
in the Baltics, Jews , minority issues in our own country and the problems of the Gypsies
whose !roubles cross many boundaes.

Minorties issues are one of the most critieR! I)' dems facing the world today, affecting
nearly every counny around the world. As the tide of democracy washes over Eastern

Europe , individuals have been accorded more and more freedoms. Ethnic groups that had
once been silenced have now found their voices again and they are speakng out on 10ng-
felt persecution. The unfortunate consequence of this new-found freedom has been more
frequent clashes between minorities and central governments , often leading to blooshed.

As the Geneva meeting was convening, the clearst example of ethnic strfe was
dramatically unfolding in Yugoslavia as centures-old ethnic hatred rose to the surface.
The international community must come to a consensus on how to handle minority issues
such as this and how to suppress the violence that often ensues. I strongly believe that we
are all a part of the hnman family and the rights of everyone must be equally respected.
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I have several concerns about the upcoming Meetig on the Human Dimension in Moscow.
There seems to be a curnt tendency by the United States to not engage in public
confrontation with the Soviet Union on human rights issues. I understad that it is not
necessary in our interest to tae a confrontational approach with the Soviet Union. But it
is possible to discuss their adherence to human rights standads as outlined in the Helsinki
and Vienna documents.

In order to balance out the currnt trnd to focus un economic and militar cooperation , I
hope that it wil be possible to brg human rights back into the public arna at the
upcoming Moscow conference.

Prident George Bush

The Whte House
Washingtdr , DC ' 205'00

In addition, I have heard repors that the non-governmenta organizations (NGOs) and the
prss wil have very limite access to the countr delegates at the upcoming Moscow
meeting. It seems to me that open dialogue between the NODs and the countr dekgates
is the most critial environment in which to discuss human rights.

De Mr. Prsident:

Thank you again. Ambassador Kampelma for so ably representing the United States at
these meetings. I look forwar to hearing your testimony.

We are .encourae(th
issues which affect U.S;.$q
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Thank you for your COI

Frak R.
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Dea Mr. President:

ns (NODs) and the
Diling Moscow
1e countr delegates

We ar encouraged tht you wi son meet will Mr. Garbache.. regarding an ary of
issues which affect U. Soviet relations. Certnly we are hopeful that high on the agenda is

the matter of human rights in the Soviet Union , and we write to ask that a parcular family
reunification ca be rase with Mr. Gamache...

United States at

Gahna Bals was permitted to emigrate to Canada in May 1990, but her husband Vasili
continues to 'be denied ths basic hUJ1an right. Waitig for approval , heis obliged to live in

Moscw.

Vasili Bats has been denied the right to emigrate since(l 7l' lNhen he renounced his

Communist Par membership and applied to emigrate. Vasil and Gal founded and were
quite active in a human rights group in the Sovjet Union which presse for the right of free
emigration and freeom of religious practice. In 1983 , both were sentence 10 strct-regime

labor cap for - anti-Soviet agitation. - After much international attntion and pressure Vasil
and Galina were relea from prison under a Supreme Soviet decree in 1987 , but they

continued to face unrelenting harsment by Soviet authorities.

Subsequent applications to emigrate were denied beuse of Va.il' s aleged access to
milita serets while in the Soviet ary in the ealy 1970s. In Decmber 1988 , President

Reagan preseted the Bats' ca to Mr. Gorbachev in New York. We appreciate your placing

this case at the top of your list of high-interest cas presented to Mr. Gorbachev at the Malta

meeting in 1989. Such inquiries effected the emigration of Galina to Canada.

We resptfully ask that you again make this famly reunification ca -number one " on

your individual cases list for Mr. Gorbachev. Vasil and Galina should not' have to face this

lengthy, ' urijustified separtion.

Thank you for your consideration of this human rights concern.

Sincerely,

Christopher H. Smith. M.
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Bernard J. Dwyer
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Bejam L. Cadin , M.

Bil Archer , M.
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